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ality if he desires the thr

and the joys of heaven aft

The prudent man practis

death.

Contemplating these (four) conditions, the vise man will

practise morality; noble and endowed with percept ion, he

obtains happiness in this world.

Happiness, the acquisition of morality; his body does not

overheat; in happiness, he sleeps at night and delights

alley

dlt
abLe by thieves.

The wise man who performs meritorious actions, the moral

man who gives alms obtains happiness in this world and the

other.

The monk is firm in morality, master of his senses, moderate

In his food and adhering to mindfulness.

Living thus, vigorous and indefatigable nignt and day, he

is no longer exposed to suffering; he is very near Nirvana.

morality,

and pruden

nonk develops his

will obtain the c

and wisdoi

on of suffe-

ing fo

May o- ality without

elf conscientious in Insight and study.

the bonds , he is free of pride and

or of the body.the de

The wise nan diss

free of attachmen

he does not undergo countless births but attains Nirvana.

He in whom morality, concentration and wisdom are well d<

]oped, is perfected, pure, happy and puts an end to exist'
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and shii

13. In an i

from the bonds,

of attachment

,

like the sun.

; of desires, fully coraprehend-

is beyond the realm of Mara

14, Rain penetrates

it la therefor'

that the rain c

necessary to i

ot penetrate .*

15. Having seen that, the wise nan should practise morality

constantly; very quickly will he purify the path which

leads to Nirvana.

IS. The perfume of flowers does not travel against the wind,

neither that of the day-tagara, nor that of sandalwood;

conversely, the perfume of worthy people travels against

the wind; the worthy man exhales on all sides of the horizon.

17. sandalwood, ] asnin or lotus , the perf u

ends the whole variety of such perfumes.

of

morality r

18. Of little account is the perfume of the tagara and sandalwood;

but the perfume exhaled by vorthy people reaches the gods.

19. Pure and moral nen, who refrain from frivolity and are freed

by perfe- comprehend Mar. . Oti twit .

20. This is the path of safety, this is the path of purification;

those who have taken the initiative and devote themselves

to meditation will cast off the bonds of Mara.

* [Ed. | The comment a rial story alludes to a miraculous

rain did not penetrate the only house without a roof In a village. Here rain

represents the mist of Ignorance which cannot permeate a mind the cover (roof)

of which no longer obscures the Four Noble Truths.

(Translated by Sara Soln-l . from the French of U.S. Chakravarti)

ARYABHAVASAMKRANTINSMAMAHfiYANASOTRA

THE NDBLE SOTRA ON THE PASSAGE THROUGH EXISTENCES

Fernando Tola and Cat i DragPi

1

1

text of the Una- samkr.The orisinal Sanskrit

been preserved. There exist three Chinese translations of It,

Taisho 5 75, 5 76 and 577 (Nanjio 2S5, 2fl4 and 526 respectively;

Repertoire, p. 61), which were respectively done by Bodhirucl

(who lived in China between 50B and 537), Buddhasanta (who worked

in China between 525 and 539) and I Ching (635-713). There is

also a Tibetan translation, TShoku 226, Catalogue 892, due to

Jinamitra. Danaslla and Ye-ses sde

.

in the form of quotations

cases with slightly differ.

27, 28, 29, 34, 36.

Sanskrit

included

readings.

;ts, in both

17, 18. 24,

edi >. id

No. 4 , 19 31, pp. 2 46- 60 : it contains the edition of the Tibetan

text according to the Narthang recension, a reconstruction of

the Sanskrit text on the basis of the Tibetan text and an English

translation.

sta deg I i Stud i

ontain3 the ec

the Toling monE

G. Stramigioli, ' Bhavasanktant i
' in R

taii, Rome, XVI, 1936, pp. 294-306 : it

of the Tibetan text from a manuscript fr

this manuscript dates from the thirteenth or fourteenth century

and is probably a copy of an older one from the tenth-eleventh

centuries. Together with the Tibetan text, this article contains

an Italian translation from the Tibetan and another from the

Chinese text.

J.
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vasaflkranti Sasfra with the Commentary of MaitreyanSttia , Madras,

1938 (Adyar Library) I it contains a Sanskrit reconstruction

on the basis of the Tibetan and Chinese translations, an edition

of the Tibetan text according to the Narthang recension, compared

with the Peking one, and an English version of the Tibetan and

Chinese translations.

C. Dragonetti, Bhavasahkrantisutra , Buenos Aires, Centro de

Inuestigaclones Filosof leas. In the Series Textos Banskrltos,

tibetanoa y chinos del Budismo Mahayana, 1977 ; it contains

the Tibetan text on the basis of Stramigioli ' a edition, the text

of the Sanskrit quotations and a Spanish translation of the Tibetan

version.

F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, ' Bhavasamkrant isu tra ' in Biadlsmo

ItahSySna , Buenos Aires <Kier) , 1990, pp. 19-36 : it contains a

new Spanish translation on the basis of Aiyaswami Sastri's edition

a 1 ready mentioned.

Form . of the BHa

Bud-Under the name of Bhavasamkranti there exists two differ,

dhist works : 1. the Bhavasaokrantlsutra , to which we have refer-

red, attributed to the Lord Buddha, and 2. the Bhavasarakranti

,

a sastra attributed to Hagarjuna 1
, the original Sanskrit tent

of which has not been preserved and which is known only thanks

to its three Tibetan versions (lohoku 3840, 4162 and 4558, Catalo-

gue 5240, 5662 and 5472), and its Chinese version (Taisho 1574,

NanjlO 1305, Repertoire, p. 134).

The BhavasamkrantisGtra contains, in its Tibetan and Chinese

versions, a part written in prose and a part written In verse.

The Bhavasamkrant i, attributed to Hagarjuna, is a short treatise

of 16, 19 or 21 stanzas according to its different recensions.

Both works have in common several of the stanzas I I - 11, 3c,

d and 4 = 12; 5 = 13; 6 - 14; 7 = 15.

How to explain the pn

and in the brief treatise

that the original Sutra was

of common stanzas in the Sutra

ibuted to Naglrjuna? we think

i tuted only by the part in prose,

which deals with the passage from one existence to another.

Thus there was perfect agreement between the subject and the

title o-f the work. Afterwards, to the prose part were added

the stanzas that deal with the "voidness" of. everything, which

*

constitutes the principal thesis of the Madhyamaka school. Some

of these stanzas were taken from Hagarjuna' s treat i se. This

addition was done by some author of the Madhyamaka school with

the desire to establish a closer connection between the Sutra

and the school. In the same way , another author of the same

school replaced the proper beginning and end of the Salistambasut-

ra by a beginning and end which connected the Salistambasu tra

With the Madhyamaka school, transforming It into the Madhyamaka-

Salistambasutian^. This addition obviously took place before

500 A.C.. by which date the first translation into Chinese was

made, since the Chinese (and Tibetan) translators knew the Sans-

krit text with its addition , in the same form in which we have

received it.

1

xplain the lack of agrIn this way, it is possibl

between the title of the Sutra and its subject matter and between

the prose section and the verse section.

Location of the Bhavasamkrant isiit r a in Buddhist literature

The titles of two of the Chinese versions (Taisho 757, Ta fang

teng hslu to lo wang chlng, and Taisho 577, Ta ch'eng liu chuan

chu yu ching) Induce us to think that this Sutra was considered

to be a MahSyana sutra by its Chinese translators. The Tibetan

version (Tohoku 266 and Catalogue 982, Hphags-pa srid-pa hpho-

ba ses-bya-ba theg-pa chen-pohi mdo) considers It also as a sutra

of the Mahayana . The ninth-century Sanskrit -Tibe tan dictionary,

the Mahavyutpatt i , sub 1579, mentions it among the ancient sutras

of Mahayana Buddhism. Finally, Mahiyanist authors such as Asanga

{in Bodhlsattvabhunii) , Candraklrtl (in Frasannapada and Madhyaraa-

kavatara), Santideva (in Siksasarauccaya ) , Pra j fiakaramati (in

Panjika), Haribhadra (in Aloka) and SIntaraksita (in Ta ttvasamgra

-

As it has come down to us, the Bhavasamkrant i can in f ac t

be considered as an independent sutra of Mahayana Buddhism and

one of the sQtras that could enjoy preference by the Madhyamaka

school, since in the prose section and especially the verse sec-

Coctrinal contents of the Bhavasamkranti

In relation to its contents, the Bhavasamkranti comprises Lwo
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well differentiated parts.

the prose section, the them

the reappearance of actions

and, an the other, the passage through (sa.

va). Of these two themes it is the sec

Sutra itB title. The

the first, which corresponds t

dealt with are, on the one hand

the mind at the n oment of deat

) existences (tha-

t is the second one which gives the

dealt with in the second part, which

the theory of sunyata "empti-

Tfie ; of

The question which King Bimbisara of Hagadha puts to the Lord

Buddha and which initiates the dialogue "between both is : How

do actions, which a roan performs during his life and which disap-

in his mind at the moment of his death? The Lord Buddha answers

that the reappearance of past actions occurs in the same way

as the image of a beautiful woman, whom a man sees in his diearas

and who is completely non-existent, reappears in the mind of

that man. Thus the Lord Buddha accepts the reappearance of past

for its possibility the similar case of the recollection of a

dream. Then the Lord Buddha compares the man who attaches himself

to agreeable forma he perceives to the nan who feels love for

the beautiful woman he has seen in his dream.

However, the Lord Buddha does not explain the purpose of

actions reappearing in the mind at the moment ot death and tHe rea -

son they do so. We think that the answers to both questions have

to do with the doctrine of karma. Probably past actions (of

course as recollections or ideas) reappear in the mind of the

dying man in order to determine the new existence, which is about

to begin in the series of rebirths that corresponds to the dying

man. This explanation relates to the belief that the last thoughts

of a dying man are decisive in determining the rebirth he will

have after his death. This belief is valid as much in Hinduism

as in Buddhism , And actions reappear by virtue of the inherent

force of karma.

The mechanism of "transmigration"

"passing through'

>e expound the mechanis'

according to the Bhava

th general Buddhist doc

trine regarding this point .

There is no entity (soul, pudga la , spirit, consciousness, <lha-

rraa) which passes from one existence to another . This is the

orthodox position, accepted by the majority of Buddhist schools

with the exception of the Vltslputr tyas (and other schools which

sprang from, the Vat slpu tr I yas) . This school postulated the exis-

tence of a putfgala which, based on the skandttas, passed from one

l on

of

From the Buddhist point of view, there is no single

ness which exists during the whole life but a series or i

related by the law of causality. This "consciousness stream'

(vijnanasrotas) which constitutes the individual Comes froi

beginning less eternity
9

, and does not scop with death if th>

individual who dies has accomplished during his life action

having as a consequence a new rebirth. In this cas<

those consciousnesses comes to be the "last consciousness" (<rara-

mam v i jnaim-i ) , not of the series but of a section of that Series.

That section, is conceived as a life or an existence. The follow-

ing consciousness, related to the previous one by the law of

to be the "first consciousness" (
prathamam vijnanam) o£ a new sec-

tion of that series . This new section is conceived as a new

life or existence. The cessation of the "last consciousness"

and the arising of the "first consciousness" are simultaneous,

like the going up and going

birth.

of of a balano The

ed as death, the "£i

Without any doubt this theme titutes the most interesting

The relation between the "last consciou

(existence) of the series and the "first c<

next section (existence) of the series is tl

in any life's course, between any conscious

one, with the following differences : in the

(existence) of it, together with the "last

jsness" of the

e that exists,

s and the next

of the passage

X,
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is the destruction of the material component (body) belonging

to the finishing section (existence); and together with the

"firat consciousness" there is also the birth of a new Material

component (body) belonging to the new beginning section (exis-

tence). The "first consciousness" and those which follow, related

to it by the law of causality and all belonging to the same series,

are not accompanied by the memory of experiences undergone in

the previous sections (existences) of the aeries . There is

only one consciousnesses series which, as we have already said,

cooes from eternity and will flow on until it is cut off by the

practice of Buddhist moral and Intellectual principles, but the

destruction of the material component (body) of each section

(existence) of the series and the disappearance of the memories

of the series conceal the series' continuity and produce the

belief In the existence of Individuals who are born without any

connection with anybody in the past, without any connection with

anybody In the future. This was not the Lord Buddha's case
11

.

He knew, thanks to his great spiritual development , to which

individuals of the past he was related, by the fact that they

all belonged to the same consciousness-series - as an old man

knows to which child, of sixty or seventy years before, he is

related by the fact that both belong to the same consciousness-

In this way, this brief and valuable Sutra harmonizes two

Important Buddhist principles, the "transmigration" and the non-

existence of a permanent and eternal ego , giving a simple, subtle

and elegant solution to the paradox of a "transmigration" without

a "transnlgrator" ; and, eliminating an apparent contradiction,

allows a more profound insight into the vast treasure of spiritual

riches that is Buddhism.

As regards the problem of the birth of the body, the present

Sutra affirms only that the first consciousness of the new axis-

It Is the Salistambasutra which explains how the birth

of a new body takes place. The body is not the work of a creator,

neither is it due to chance, nor does it come forth out of nothing.

Bhavasamkrantisutra 9

The new body, its nature and qualities are the product of the

conjunction of a series of causes and necessary conditions :

the union of the father and mother, appropriate womb, opportune

moment , material elements, the first consciousness, previous

existences, etc. The new body is produced and the new conscious-

ness, which participates in its production, arises in it, and

not in another body, only and exclusively because all the factors

mentioned determine it to do so. The birth of a new body and

the arising in it of the first consciousness are an example of

the prime importance that the concept of causality has in Buddhism

: "everything has a cause", "everything produces effects", "when

The last theme dealt with in this Sutra is the thesis of emptiness

or "voidness" ( sEnya i-ada ) and its implications I all things are

"void", lacking an own being, insubstantial, non-existent in se et

per se; they are only creations of the human mind, products

Of imagination, and as such they do not really exist; they are

only names conventionally established, behind which there is

not the thing they designate. The same mind, the same imagination,

that creates the false empirical reality in which we move, is

also "void", it does not really exist. The image of empirical

the true way of being - voidness, illusion - of empirical reality.

So what we see is called "Conventional Reality" or "Reality of

Text employed r

for the transl

the Tibetan ti

by Harvard Yenching Insti

Mdo-sde, Dsa. 175 a 6

n we present in this article, we have used

of the Sde-dge edition (photocopies provided

Harvard University) ; Bkah-hgyur

,

177 a 3.

In some places, which we now indicate, we have adopted a

Eerent reading :

175 b 4 (end of the line) r -Nud mi Mz^d bar hdah da : Sas-

'e edition; Sde-dge : Ciiaib mi fttfisaj bar gdafi

.

176 a 3 (middle of the line) : hgag pc na i SastEi's and Stra-
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editions; Sde-dge : hgag
,

176 b 3 (middle f t he line)

dge : mnon palii . Cf . 176 a 7 (begi

THE. NOBLE SUTRA OP THE MAHAYANA DENOMINATED

"THE PASSAGE THKOUGH EXISTENCES"

(175 a 6) Hoi

Thus have I heard.

the Bamboo-Forest

,

pany of a group o

and of very numer

(175 b), while he

all Buddhas and Bodhi aatt vas

.

hagavaRt stayed in Raja gr haOnce the Bhag

the place of the ka.len6ak.as ' *
, in the coin-

one thousand two hundred and fifty bhiksus

5 great Bodhi aatt vas

.

Then, the Bhagavant

as surrounded by many hundreds of thousands

of his followers, looking at them, expounded the Dharma (Doctrine)

and expounded in its integrity the Brahmacarya (Religious Life)

beautiful in its. beginning, beautiful in its middle, beautiful

in its end, fair in its meaning, fair in its expression, without

confusion, completely fulfilled, completely pure, completely

immaculate.

Then Sreniy

from the gri

reat royal fo

sara. King of the Hagadha country, go:

of Rajagrha, with great royal pomp, w:

iC to the Bamboo-Forest where the Bhagav,

was . On arriving , after bowing down

and turning (around the Bhagavant)

three times, Sreniya Bimbisaxa, Kii

the feet of the Bhagav

right side towards

of the Magadha count

spoke thus to

long time ) aft ing been done (and) accumulated , a long

sed , (re)appear in the mind, on being near

of de. All .

.id, ho-

nditioned things (sa» s *s

tftout being annihilated?

a)'

So (the King) spoke, and the Bhagavant to Sreniya Bimblsara,

King of the Magadha country, said thus : "0 great King , just

as for instance a man, in a dream he has while sleeping, dreams

that he extrenely enjoys himself with a beautiful woman of his

country and, when he awakes from his sleep, remembers that beauti-

ful woman of his country (he has seen in his dream) - what do

you think, great King : does that beautiful voman of the country

Bhavasamkrantisutra ,
11

(seen) in the dream, (really) exist?"

(The King) said : "0 Bhagavant, she does not exist."

The Bhagavant said : "O great King, what do you think ; that

man who ardently desires the beautiful woman of his country,

(seen) in his dream - Is he a wise man?"

(The King) answered :
"0 Bhagavant , he is not - if it Is

asked, why, Bhagavant - because that beautiful woman of the

country, (seen) in the dream, does not exist at all; and (176

a) although he does not perceive her, (nevertheless) he goes

on thinking of enjoying himself extremely with her. Thus that

man, being deprived of her, has a destiny of sorrow."

The Bhagavant said
18

: "0 great King, In the same way. an

ordinary man, foolish. Ignorant, on seeing with his eyes lovely

forms, ardently desires those forms which are agreeable to his

mind. While ardently desiring them, he becomes attached to them.

On becoming attached to them, he feels a passion for them. On

feeling a passion for them, he performs with his body, speech

and mind, actions that are born out of desire, hatred and error.

And those actions, after having been performed, cease. And after

having ceased, (those actions) stay neither in the east nor in

the south nor in the west nor in the north nor up nor down -

nor in any region of space. But. at any other time, at the moment

near the instant of death, when the karma corresponding (to the

life that is being concluded) is exhausted, at the (very) moment

the last consciousness ceases, those actions (re)appear in the

mind (of the dyitig man) - just as for instance the beautiful

tfoman of the country (in the mind) of the man that wakes from

his sleep. great King, thus, on the last consciousness ceasing,

the first consciousness, which forms part of the (new) birth,

arises either in a god or a man or an asura
2 °

or an infernal being

or an animal or a preta
2 '. great King, immediately after the

first consciousness has ceased, there arises the series of con-

sciousnesses, which corresponds (to the life that is beginning),

and in which the ripening (of actions previously performed) will

be experienced. great King, although no element of existence

(dhatma) 22
passes from this world to another world, nevertheless

death and birth take place. great King, the last consciousness

which ceases (176 b) is called "death"; the first consciousness
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which arises is called "birth", great king, the last conscious-

ness, at the moment it ceases, does not pass to anywhere ; the

first, consciousness, which forms part of the (new) birth, at

I. he moment it arises , does not come from anywhere. If it is

asKed why, (I answer l) because of their lack of an own being.

great King , although the last consciousness is void (of the

own being) of a last consciousness, death is void (of the own

being) of death, action is void (of the own being) of action,

the first consciousness is void (of the own being) of a first

consciousness, birth is void <of the own being) of birth, (never-

theless) actions do not perish. great King, immediately after

the first consciousness, which forms part of the (new) birth,

has ceased, there arises without interruption the series of con-

sciousnesses, in which the ripening (of actions previously done)

will be experienced."

Thus said the Bhagavant

.

Having spoken thus , the Master

said again in this way :

(176 b 4) 1. "All things are only names

they exist only in the mind;

separated from the word

what the word designates does not exist .

2. Any element of existence (dnarw)

can be designated by any name I

that ( - the element of existence)

does not exist in this ( = the name) :

this is the essence (dharaiata)

of the elements of existence (dftarma)

3. The nai void (of the own being) of

doe: HI 6

all the elements of existence,

lacking (in reality) a name,

have been designated by names

they arise completely from imagination;

the same imagination,

by which they are imagined as void,

does not exist here

by the evil of

5. What a man, who sees corr

'The eye sess the forms'

that, in this world domin

has been called 'Convent!

6. Uh-at the Guide
32

has correctly taught I

'Vision arises by virtue of a conglomeri

that by the Wise" has been called

The ground of access to Supreme Truth*

7. The eye sees no form,

the mind knows no idea {dharma )

this is the Supreme Truth {paiamSr thasa

into which the world does not penetrate

aving spoken thus, Sreniya Bimbi-

ntry, and the Bodhisattvas , and
(177 a 1) The Bhagava

sara, King of the Hagadha

the bhihsus, and the world with the gods, men, asuras and heavenly

musicians (gandharva ) were pleased and greatly praised what the

Bhagavant had said.

(Here) ends the Hoble Sutra of the Mabayana denominated :

"Passage through existences".

L
Very H™bably this treatise was not written by Nagarjuna. D. Seyfovt Ruegg,

The Litersrure of the Madhyamaka School of Pftj" losapJiy in rndia ,
Wiesbaden (0.

Harrassouitz) 1981. p. 29, a. 64, thinks that it. is probable that this treatise

may not be by NSgarJuna but by a later 4"thor. Chr. Lindt-er. Nagarjuniana,

Copenhagen (Akademisk Forlag) 19S2 f considers this treatise to of the

This treatise was included by H. Aiyasvami Sastri in his edit]

Bhavasankrinti SGtra already mentioned (Tib. text, Skt. reconstru

Engl, transl.). C. Dragonetri. Bhavasifikrantiparikanha dc Nagaijuna,

Aires (Centro de Invcstigaciones Filosefleas) L977, edited the Tit

with a Spanish translation. In f. Tola and C. Pragonetti, Budismo Ha

EstuUios y Textos, Buenos Aires (Klerl I960, pp. 102-23, a Spanish t

is included.

I by 7.V. Gokhale M. Vaidya (ed.),
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Sutra-SamQtahJ , Darbhanga (The Hi b hi la Institute) 1961, pp. 107-16

3
See notes 17, la, 24, 27, 28, 34, 36 for these quotations.

4
In the last part o£ the prose section 0* the text there is a b

to the dtictrlne of voidriess.

Sec H. von Glasenapp, Jmrnortaiity and Salvt

ta (Susil Gupta) 1963, p. JO, and J,P, KcDermott, 'Karma

Buddhism' In VJ.D. O'Flaherty, Karma an<3 ReSirth in Ciassio

Delhi (Motilal Banarsidass) 1983, pp.177-8.

6
In the following exposition, we also take account oE tr

7
On the principal that 'no dharma (see n.22) passes From

world',, expressed in -he Bhavasaraltranb isutta (end of thi

Salistambasutra, p. 4 (SkL. reconstruction), and p. 69 (Til

) Indian Religions, Galcut-

Karma and Rebirth In Early

St, 5 and (

III, 18.

.amuLpadahrdayal

1 Tib. J ad locui

Id to another

b. text), ed. H. At-
tributed to Nagarjuna,

idhu, Abhidharmakosa,

On the UatBiputrTyas, see N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, Calcutta {Mukho-

padhyay) 1970, pp. 194-233; A. Bareau, Les Sectes Bcuddhiques du Petit v&hicule,

Saigon (Ecole Francaise d'Extreme Orient) 1955, pp. 114-26; Thich Thien Chau,

elation of Buddhist Studies, Vol. 7, Ho . 1 , 1984, pp. 7-16.

9
Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonett

Phi losopli/' in Annals of the Bhar

1980, pp. 1-20.

Anaditva or beginninglessnes

ar Oriental Research Instituti

"' On the recollection of previous births, cf. P, Demieville, 'Sur la memoirs

lit 5 existences ant erieu res' in Bulletin de 1'BcoJe Fran-caise d'Extreroe Orient,

27, 1928, pp. 283-96; G. Schopen, "The Generalization of an Old Yoglc Attainment

in Medieval HahlySna Sutra Literature ! Sone notes on Jatlsmara" in The Journal

of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, Vol, 6, Ho. I, 1983, pp.109

i by the Lord Buddha of his previ

L The original Sanskrit text of this Sutra, which is ]

ith the help of extensive quotations by Candraklrti (Pr; 5), Prajnakar.

Bhavaeamkrantlautra '5

EStl <Fanjika), Santideva (Siksasamuccaya) and Vasomitra (Abhidharmakosavyakya)

.

It is also quoted by Vlcaspatiinisra (BhaiatT) and Madhava (Sarvadarsanasamgraha

,

Chapter on the Buddha's Doctrine). It wis edited by L, de La Vallee Poussin,

H. Aiyaswarai Sastrl and P.L. Valdya. C. Dragonettl. Shallstambasutra, Buenos

Aires (Centro de Investigaciones Flloaoficas) L977, edited the Sanskrit text

of this Sutra (as preserved in the quotations) together with a Spanish transla-

tion. In P. Tola and C. Dragonettl, Budismo WaJiayana ( already quoted), pp. 37-

62, a Spanish translation is included.

On the of emptiness as developed by Nagarjuna, cf. F. Tola and

C. Dragonetti, 'Nagarjuna" s conception of "Voidness" (SunyatI)' In journal of

Indian Philosophy, Vol.9, Ho. 3, 1981, PP.Z7J-82; C. DiaBonetti, 'An Indian

Philosophy Of Universal Contingency' in S.R. Bhatt (ed.). Glimpses of Buddhist

Thought and Culture, Keu-note Addresses and Papers, First International Confe-

rence on Buddhism and National Cultures, New Delhi 1984. Both with Bibliogtaphy.

14 According to Pal] sources, this place was called "Kalandakanivapa" and

in it food vas given to squirrels. In the Tibetan text, its name is Kalandaka

o-nas pa, "the place of the fcalantfaXas" (kalandafcanivasa) . Cf . G.P. Malalaseke-

ra. Dictionary of PSli Proper names, London (P.T.S.), I960, I. p. 534. Accord-

ing to Tibetan sources, the vord kalantaJia (for kalandaKa) designated some kind

of bird. Cf.U.U. Rockhill, The Life of the Buddha, reprint, San rranciSCQ

(Chinese Materials Center) 1976, pp. 43-4.

1
Two things happen

tent does not say where); at the moment of death they reappeaT in the mind,

i.e. they are remenbered (as actually happens with many dying pec-ple); and

2. actions leave behind themselves the "seeds" (bJja) of good or bad effects ;

they are the deferred effects of actions, which exist alongside their Immediate

effects. These deferred effects remain in a latent, potential form somewhere

which are the reward or punishment of Lhe actions previously performed. See

.19.

.anings of the word sants*3ra (hdti bued in the Tibet;

=quire for thei the presence of many

eal; like a mirage, it



up
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The Tibetan text. (1/5 b b middle of the line - 176 b 3 beginning.), corres-

ponding to the Engl ish translation from "0 great King. .
." up to " . .-actions

- 129. 1.17, ed. L. de l.a Vallee Poussin. Thi_s last work Ls extant only- in

Tibetan. The quoted Lent is expressly attributed to the BhavasamkrSnt isuira.

lB
The original Sanskrit text, corresponding to the Tibetan text 176 a 1

middle - 1 76 b 3 end, and to i.he English translation from "The ohagavant . .
.'"

ipenf ng (of actions previously done) will be experienced".

/cd in a quotation by Prajnakaramati, Panjika, pp.224, 1 . 20

It is also quoted by Sanlldeva, Siksasamuccaya, pp.25 2,

1.3 - 253, 1.13, ed. C. Kendall, without any indication of its provenance.

19
The uord karma designates here, on the line hand, the totality of actions

performed by a nan In his present and past existences and, on the oilier, more

precisely, the totality of deferred effects of those actions. So long as a

ran performs actions which leave deferred effects, and so long as deferred

effects exist, man has to be reborn. Buddhism teaches the way of behaving

that does not give rist to new deferred effects and destroys already existing

ones. That part of the totality Of karma, of the deferred effects to be actua-

lized in any existence, is the karma corresponding to that existence. See

n,15.

20
Enemy of the gods.

Spirit of dead persons.

22
On dharmaK, elements or factors of whatever exists, se* F. Tola and C,

Dragonettl, 'l.a doctrina de los dtiarmas en el Budisrao' in Yoga y Histicn de la

India, Buenos Aires (Kier) 1978, pp. 91-121.

23
" " d f " "

1 hi h designates

a conglomerate of pieces (axle, wheels, steering-wheel, etc.); things, being

24
The Sanskrit text of this stanza is quoted by Haribhadra, Aloka, p. 294,

lines 23-2fi, ed . P.L. Vaidya. Cf. Lankavatarasutra , III, 78, p. 76, lines 5-

6, ed. P.L. Vaidya. In both texts the stanza is quoted without any indication

of its provenance. Besides that, the stanza is partly quoted in the Acintya-

stava, 35, a hymn attributed to Uagariuna, as having been said by the Lord

Buddha. Gf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, ' Nagar juna' s Cacustar

Indian Philosophy, Vol.13, 1985, p. 17.

25
Any element of existence can be designated by any nan

not an essential and permanent relation between uords ai

designate; vords are mere conventional denominations.

the things they

Tlierf i idei

quoted by Asanga, Bodhlsattvabhunil , p. 33, lines 1-2, cd , », Dutc, exprt

ittriTiuted to the Bhavasapkrantlsutra ; by Santaraksi ta, Tatt vasamgraha , Vt

1.15, lines 13-14, and Vol.1, p. 339, last two lines, ed .
D. Shastrl, Varai

.966, without any indication of provenance,

Quoted by SItitldeva, Siksasamuccaya, p,2*

tributed to Lokanatha (Vyakarana)

.

13-14, ed. C. Bendall,

Quoted by Prajiiakaramat i, Pafijlka ad IX. 1*1, p. 267, lines 27-28, ed
.

P.L.

Valuya, Without- any indication of provenance; included in Nagirjuna's Acintya-

that the eye sees a (arm. since the only thing

onglomerate of. dharmas, parts or atoms, which it

.rig unitary and compact. Cf . F. Tola and C, Dragv-

'Ikslvrtti' in Journal of Indian Philosophy, Vol.10,

erroneously grasps as somi

netti, Dignlga's Alamban.

196-2, pp.L09-10.

eals" True Beality;

ivad. And in turn,

ire of empirical real:

i super imposed upon Irue Reality; it "er

: is in fact True Reality wrongly pei

s Reality is only the true way of bein

- voidness.

Vision takes place thanks to the cooperat

the object seen, the light, the eye, con;

only a conglomerate of dharmas.

To know that we have to do only with congli

not exist as they appear before us, that

their own turn can be analyzed into their .

i of factors But

, and the objei
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abolishing proc<

s quoted by CandrakTrri , Prasannapada atf III, 8, p. 46, 111

lidya, and attributed to the Lord Buddha

.

: per at, which EIn truth there i not an eye existing

isting in se et pei e, nor a mind existin

creations, ideas exl ting in se e-t per se.

and a mind, conditioned, composed of elera

celves. forms and dha mas which are equally

* 6
For our C„„l« on of dpoqs, see Luke

ary, sufi voce.

Stanza 7 1b quoted hy Candraktrti, Pr

11, ed. P.t. Valdya, nd attributed to the

The only thing we have is an eye

conditioned, composed and unreal.

h Chandra, Tibetan-Sanskrit Diction-

Ri-lci

n), ed. D.T. Su?-uK alogueCatalogue = The Tibetan nipitafia (Pel

and Index, Tokyo (Suzuki Research Foundation) 1962.

Hanjio = A Catalogue i»f tfie Chinese Trans Jation of the Buddhist TripiCaltct, by

Bunylu Nanjio, repr. San Francisco (Chinese Materials Center) 1975.

Keperf.oire = Repertoire du Canon Uouddhique Sino-japonais, eomp. P. Denievllle

,

H. Durt. A. Seidel, Tokyo (Maison Francc-japonaise) 1978.

Taisho = Taisha Shinahu Daizokijb (The Tripitaka in Chinese), ed. J. Takakusu

and K. Watanabc, Tokyo (The Taisho Shinshu Paizokyo Kanko Kai) 1960 sq.

Tohoku = A Complete Catalogue of the ri&etar Buddhist Canons ( Bhah-hgyur and

Bstan-hygur), ed. H. Ui, H. Suzuki, Y. Kanamutfa . T. Tada, Sendai (Tohoku

Imperial University - Saito Gr: :ude Foundal n) 1934; repr. Delhi (Bib:

ernando Tola and Carmen Dragon.

(Seminario de Indologia, Centi

de Investigacionos Filosoflci

ON THE FORMATION OF THE ORIGINAL TESTS

OF THE CHINESE AGAMAS

Fumio Enomoto

For studies of Early Buddhisi

als impf

its of the Sanakri

of the Chinese Agaroas , especially

a han chiag) 1 and Samyuktigama (Ts

II Hadbyamigama

han the Pal

The pres

5amas furnish us

Hikayas and the

nt paper intends

i of the original

nese Hadhy amigama
,2ching) .

a talogue i o t the Chines t -a sla

isted wo Madhj a n Chi

b y Dharmanandin (or Chu To -n enl

(MA)

luded that both

he still left

According to the oldest extant

tions of Buddhist texts, then

in 3.84-385 A.C., the other by Gautama Saraghadeva in 397-398 A..C.

It has also been demonstrated that there were two Ekottari kagamas

in Chinese made hy the same translators . K. Kizuno, in his

study of the relation of the extant Chinese Madhy

and Ekottarikagama (EA) tc

were translated by the s

the question open as to whether those translations were made

by Dharmanandin or Samghadeva

.

The oldest existing catalogue of Chinese Buddhist transla-

tions, the Ch'u aan tsang chi chi, compiled by SSng-yu in about

516 A.C., says that Dharmanandin translated the MA and EA which

he had recited from memory 7
. If the extant Chinese MA and EA

correspond to his translations, their original texts would presum-

ably have been transmitted by the Identical school and in the

same Language. The two extant Chinese Agamas ,
however, betray

discrepancies in both their parallel passages with regard to

their contents and in their crai

original languages
9

.

which reflect the
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According to the oldest biography of prominent Buddhist monks,

the Kao seng ch'uan. the HA which Samghadeva translated was reci-

ted by Sanghara'ksa ; yet there is no mention of the recitation

of the EA which Samghadeva also translated. Therefore, the origi-

nal text of this EA was probably from a different provenance.

It is thus possible that the MA. and EA which Samghadeva translated

had been transmitted by different schools in different languages,

which would explain the fact that the two extant MA and EA show

discrepancies. For these reasons we can infer that both of the

extant Agamas could have been translations by Samghadeva, though

originally from different sources.

u-ston ( 1290-1364

hosa who, in his D

he end of the tent

aid that the langi

rit
1

'
. The Chines

levertheleas, O. v.

2 Original Language

,C,), as is well known, refers to Padmakara-

e-slon-gi dafi-pohi lo dri-ba composed towards

or at the beginning of the eleventh century,

ge used by the Sarvastivadins had been Sans-

! HA has been ascribed to the Sarvastivadins.

Chinese MA was of Gandharl origin writ

can also be corroborated by the transl

names
13

in the text as follows.

in KharoBthl . This

ation of Indian proper

Withila (Sanskrit) : Sfe ^ & - ui-aAt-la [Ancient (Karl-

gren) or Hiddle C Pulleyblank) Chinese]. This transliteration

would Teflect an original like -misal* which is a Gandharl Emm

with -£hi-)-s-
15

.

Asvajit (Sanskrit) :

jf£[^ @

'

6
= a-si^p-pwai (Ancient or Mid-

dle Chinese). This transliteration would also reflect an original

like 'aspa'L which is also a Gandharl form with -sv-^-sp- and

3 Place of transmission

As mentioned above, the Kao seng chu'an states that the original

text of the Chinese MA had been r

he and the translator, Samghadeva

( S, % ), this account suggests tt

from Chi -pin. At that time, Kas.

to as Chi-pin, because the word kasi

rather transliterated as Chi-pin,

cited by Samgha raksa . Sinee

are said to be from Chi-pin

t the original text was also

lir or Candhara was referred

ra had been translated or

at least between 306 A.C

.

The Chinese Agamas

and 51? A.C.

bowl in Gandhi

in Chi-pin at

lermore Fa-hsien sa

other Chinese pilgr

•-,e

al

eriod

of the Chittt

It

HA

therefore

current Kas

Gandhar

Sa

The f i

hinese HA, as demonstrated by S. Bando
2 "

, includes a theory

eculiar only to the Kashmlrian Sarvastivadins. The Kashmlrian

adlns together with the Chinese MA enumerate two celes-

tial beings residing in the first stage of the realm of Form,

•whereas all other branches of the entire Sar vastividin s enumerate

to the so-called

:e Sanskrit reeen-

the later Eastern

A School

The Chinese MA contains many verses pa

ndanavarga (Uv) . At present there rema

sions of the Uv , viz . , the older recen

Turkestan SaTv3stivada recension, and the Mulasaxvast ivada recen-

sion 21
. When we compare the Uv parallels found in the Chinese

HA with the three recensions of the Uv, the Uv parallels in the

are almost identical with the older recension of the
Chirn

22

the qu. tio the

doubt as to
Buddha refused to answer 23

, whil

lists fourteen
26

. This evidenci

ascription of the Chinese MA to the Sarvastivadins However,

the oldest Chinese version of the "Uibhasasastra belonging to

the SarvastivSdins, P'i p'o sha lun, also enumerate ten items

identical with those of the Chinese MA 26
. These ten items agree

with those found in the Pali Nikayas of the Theravadins as well,

which would suggest that the ten items

teen being later ones augmented afte

Sarvastivadins and the Theravadln

that

.der ones, the four-

r the schism between the

These facts would confirm

riginal text of the Chinese MA probably belonged to

a tradition of the older MA transmitted by the Sarvastivadins.

The Sarvastivadin affiliation of the text can also be certified

by the following evidence.

The Chinese MA includes a passage wbich corresponds to

of of the

the Ahhidharmakosabhasya

important theory of the Sar \ia-.

iptural

ivadi l h e
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eory being

t all thre.

In Samathade' ntary upoi Abhidharmakosabhasya , he

5 Che above cited passage is the

isamyuktaka and that this Sutra

The corresponding passage In the

Sutra entitled *DlrghIla that ap-

liection which is instead called

: hand, in the Vinaya of the Mula-

le passage, Dlighi laso t ram Madftya-

as some accounts of the Dlrghlla-

Sutra are closely related in con-

is known as the Dlrghila

Chinese MA is also found in

pears at the beginning of a

*DIrghlla as well. On the o

magame samadti j sarayu ktake., as w

sutra. . The accounts of t

Cents to the *DIrghila stTLra of the Chinese MA. Furthermore, the

Agamas to which Saraathadeva refers are more closely allied to

those of the Mulasaruastivadina than to any other schools or

branches of the Sarvastlvadins whose literature Is extant. It

is therefore probable that the Samldhisamyuktaka of the Mulasarva-

stivadin MA corresponds to the chapter *Dlrghila of the Chinese

MA.

counts of the Posadha;

tents of the- "Campaau

Chinese MA. Moreove

in the chapte

L' ft'

gree with the con-

tained *Maha in the

on of the Vinaya,

SamjTtanipSte, and

also de

vtth thi

chi»g
J«

riptions o£ the *Yaksasutra . The accounts accord

contents of the Sutra entitled Shang Jen ch'iu ts'ai

.n the chapter *Maha in the Chinese MA. Thus we can

> Mulasarvastivadin MA :

Chinese Mulasarvastivadin

*Ra jasamyukta

"Dlrghila

*Maha

Ra jasamyuktaka

Samadhisaniyuktaka

Samglta

"h 36

1 Translation

(SA> is disorder with regard

and is lacking the
The extant Chinese Samyuktagi

original chiian 22 and 25
37

. The loss of

finding the Qtal5y«nas«tra to which the Vinaya of the Mulasarva-

stivadins refers as a constituent of the SA
18

. The Vas tusamgraha

-

nl of the Vogatarabhumi , which comments on most portions of the

SA of the Mu) asa r vast iva dins, lndica

was originally included in chUan 2b of

the Oti

2 Plac ition or Tr;

two Sutra: both of which

the same

Pali

In the Chin.

us of the Buddha preaching the same discourse on atraadvij

dvlpa (the self as refuge, the Dharma as refuge) at

place, Mathura 40
. Their parallel Suttas in Pali, however, mentii

Savatthl and Ukkaeela respectively as the place where they w e ,

preached*'. The Buddha is not mentioned as having taught
,

Hathura in any other Agaroa or Nikaya .

text the Buddha is said to have avoided Mathura because of its

five faults
i2

, although the Mulasarvastivadin version of this

text narrates Chat the Buddha entered Mathura and preached there

These descriptions in the Chinese SA and the Vinaya of the Mula-

sarvastivadins would help lend authority to the Buddhist Order

at Mathura. Thus the original text of the Chinese SA and the

Vinaya of the Hula sarvast ivadins are highly likely to have been

f on le. mittei Mat!

3 School

The Chinese SA may be ascribed to the Mu lasarva st i vadi ns
,
which

could be inferred from a comparison of the Uv parallels in this

text with the three Sanskrit recensions of the Uv
U

.
Although

the designation "Mulasarvastivad ins" appears for the first time

in the translations by I-ching in the second half of the seventh

century, particular examples of diction peculiar to the Mulasarva-

stivadins are found in a Sanskrit manuscript dating from as early

as the fourth century and in the Sarvast ivadin works translated

by Hsuan-tsang in the first half of the seventh century
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SA and the Saniyut tanlkaya in Pali.

Sijijiyuttanlkaya

1 "Pancopadanaskandha 3 Khandh

2 *Sadayatana h Salaya

3 *Nidanasaroyukta
47

2 Nidana

k *Sravakavyakhyana

5 Hargavarga 5 Maha

6 "Buddhavyakhyana

7 *Samgita 1 Sagath

5 Quotations

The Chinese SA contains Sutras which quote passages from the

Paxayana , Arthavarglya , Sakraprasna, Udana(?) and "Saipglta.

Passages corresponding to the Sutras and quotations in the Sutras

can be found in the Pali Nikayas, mostly in the Samyut taiii kaya ,

except £oi one Sutra
52

vhich lacks a counterpart. It is therefore

probable that these Sutras were composed after the Parayana and

the others had been formed, even if these five were not exactly

before the scriptural ti

dins and the Theravadins

idition split into the (MGla-)Sa;

On the other hand, some Sutras of the Chinese SA, which ap-

pear to be later accretions at first glance, are cited as scrip-

tural proof in later philosophical works, e.g.,

No. Citation

1177 Mahayana

1356 Abhidhar

IV Smaller Chine

mailer Chinese Sarayuktagama

evi

his sakaX*' H

bribed to eit

twe n the sma ll«r Chinese SA an

hoo s shows that c hey belong to

wo Vtnayas wer e translated

sutialaokara, p. 93, 17 (KsaranadD

makosabhasya, p. 314, 2

>se samguktagama

(Pieh i tsa a han ching)
53

has

:her the Dharmaguptakas or the

ami nation of parallel passages

id the Vinayas of those Buddhist

different traditions 55
. Besides,

into Chinese in almost the same

period as the smaller Chinese SA , and hence the Indian ori.g

the original text of this SA. These facts suggest that

SA does not belong to thos-e schools. Instead, this text is c

ly related to a relatively earlier tradition of the Hulasar..

vidins, which could also be inferred from its Uv parallels
.

Concerning the Ch

there are complicated qu

the school, place of Eoi

IV 2 Ekattarikaganta

Ekottarikagama (Tseng
,38

of the

an ching)

itlons which have yet to be solved on

ation, language of its original text,

it can at least be inferred that the

. made by Samghadeva

.

Ill 3 Dlrgnagai

ching)
The original text of the Chinese Dlrghagama (Ch'ang i

belongs to the Dharmaguptakas, transmitted in Gandharl. Recently

E. Waldsehmidt published a Sanskrit fragment which he regarded

as part of the Hahaparlnirvanasutra of the Dlrghagama belonging

to the Dharmaguptakas
60

. Comparing the Sanskrit fragment with

the Chinese Dlrghagama in detail, however, we come across some

discrepancies between them, especially with regard to the order

of items of the so-called dvadasirigra dharmapcavacana ( the twelve

kinds of scriptures). The Sanskrit fragment
6

' arranges then,

in the same order aa that of the Chinese SA of the Hu laaarvastiva-

dins
62

, while the Chinese Dlrghagama
63 almost follows that of

the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas .

He have so far conducted investigation

texts of the five Chinese Agamas, yet there e still questions

left to be solved, especially on the Ekot tarikagaraa .
Besides,

there are many Agamic Sfitras in Chinese which require detailed

studies. In particular, the Siitras which An Shih-kao translated

are important because they date from as early as the second cen-

tury A,C, Thus this paper is meant to be an initial step towards

the comprehensive study of the Chinese translations of early

Buddhist scriptures.

Taishu Mo. (T) 26.
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i.lOb-c; Chung ching

eciced its original

I lu, T 2146, p. 129a.

of the Faculty oE

Dharmanandin only reciced its original text and Chu To- nicn

See T. Unebe, ' Jibu-Butsuneti no Kenkyii [A Study of Chu Fo-

>aigaku Bunqakubu K-enkyu Ronstiu, LI, Tetsugaku , 17 [The Journal

Nagoya University, LI, Philosophy, 171, 1970, pp. 3-

K. MlZQ-'.o, ' Kitil ' y jku C'.uuKur '.('. Zo\\ su agar, to r.t

the Chinese Translation of the rladhylmagama and Ekott

kuin Xiyo [Proceedings of the Okurayama Gakuin], Vol.: 1956, pp. 41-90.

Chini

igongyo Kaidai [A Bibliographical Introduction to

', KbkuyaAu I$$&ikuo, Agonbn, VIII, 1969, pp.42B I-

i-90: ' Zoitsuagongyo. .

.

' , p. 426.

T 2U5, p. 99b.

S
Miauno, 'Kan'yaku...

9
E.g. withiia (Sanskrit) :

6ft) K ^fl (Chinese MA. see II 2), *wisaia (Gandha-

rT ) '%. Ilj£ £5 (Chinese EA, T 125, p.806c21-22>. **£ffllill.

10
T 2059, p.36Lb24 f

.

11

H.

12

. Yuyama, "Bu-ston on the Language:

; Period', Die Sprache dec 'Altestsa

:, G'ottingen 1980, pp. 175-81.

by Indian Buddhist

istiscJieti uberliefei

liniiber, 'Upali's Verses in the Ma j jhimanikaya and the Madhyamagama' ,

Indological and Buddhist Studies: volume in Honour of Professor J.W. tJe Jong

on his Sixtieth Birthday, ed. L.A. Herein et al.. Canberra 1982, pp. 243-51;

'Sanskrit und Gandharl in Zentralasien* , Sprachen des Buddh Isittvs in Zentral-

asien, ed. K. Rb'hrborn and W. Veenker, Wiesbaden 1983, pp. 27-34.

13
It is necessary to select transliterated words vhlch are not found in

previous translations. Cf. J.W. de Jong, 'Fa-hsien and Buddhist Texts in Cey-

lon", JPTS, Vol.9, 1981, p. 112.

U
I 26, pp.511c20, 68585.

See J. Brough, The Gandharl cftarmapatJa , London 1962, p. 9*. On -thi-^-sa-,

cf. bodhi->basa- In H.W.

16
T 26, p.472al.

ley, 'CandhSrT', BSOAS, Vol.1

See Brough, op. cit., p.iori; T. Burrow, file Langue

its from Cnine.ne Turkestan, Cambridge 1937, p. 21.

a:,B - i h ". J

p'o sha lun, 1 1545, p.25«b.

Na hsien pi ch'iu ching

Hilindapanha <PTS) p. 82.

in 306), T 2042, p. 105a : DivySvj

in 381). T 1547, p.434a : A p'

5-427), T 1541

Shan chlen lii p'i p'o sha (translated in 488), T 1462, p.fiaic. where gand-

srd is transliterated as chien fo lo ( ^ j? j?^ f$ ) Samantapasadikl tPSS),

ol .1, p. 64.

A yu uang ching (translated in 512), T 2043, p. 139c ! Divyavadana, loc.cit.

9
See S. Kuwayaraa, ' K5pi.sT and Gandhara according to Central Buddhist Sour-

:es'. Orient, Vol.18, 1982, pp. 133-9.

' S. Bando, "Kan"yak" Zoagcn Ko [On the Chinese version of the Samyubtasama]',

Mdogaku Bak.k_gognku Kenkuii ( 1BK) , Vol. XXX, 2, 19B2, pp. 854-7.

See L. Scjhultl

-124.970.

See F. Enoiaoto, "lldanawirga Shol

Chuagongyo no Buha Kisoku [On the Kece

to which the Chinese Samyuktagaiaa, th

Chinese Hadhyamlgana are ascribed)
1

,
IB

-argah', UZKS0, Vol. 1-4,

o, BetsuyakuzoagOrtgyo,

ianavarga and the Schools

:se Samyuktagaita and the

I. XXVIII, 2,

23
T 26, p. 804.

The Chinese Samyuktagania, 1 9

Pradhan), p. 297. In the pres

pp.24 5 f .; Abhidharmakosabhasya

tiuadins.

See C. Afcanuma, Bukkyo Kuoten Shiron (Stud:

riptures), Hagoya 1939, p. 42.

the History of Buddhi
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T 15*?, 1

T ?0, p.'

N. DutL, GilQll tfanv/wripLu , Vol. Ill, 2, |

Ibid. , Vol. I II, i, p. 107, ?-i.

:asopo 9ika, Part I, Kyo.

Cf. E. Waldsc-MiUdt

,

the Chinese Agamas'

,

Ji<: Sp:^;hti dei- ;.iit( , bursitis

done on the Chinese Samyuktagamar . Nei hsUeii [The Inner Learning], Vol.1, 1924.

pp. 104-25; A. HUkfii, 'Ynu.ashiJiron Shojibun lo Zoaaongyo [The Vastusarograhani

of the Yogiclrabhumi and the SamyuktaRama] " , Hokkaido flsiga-Jcu Bungakubu ttiyd

[Annual Kepor( of Cultural Science, Faculty of Letters, Hokkaido University]

,

Vol.XXXIII, 2„ pp. 1-41.

38 .
, Vol. Ill, 1, p. 19. Cf, tfaldsi op. <

T 1579, p. 863b.

40
Sutra Hob. 36 and <

na Kankei [A Study

I , 1973, pp. 447-60.

ee T. Kadokaua S M. lino, 'Hasso Chokoku to Kyoten

Eight Scenes of Buddha's Life]', IBK, Vol. XXII,

Sasiyuttanikaya, XXII. 43; X1.VII.:

Anguttaranikaya, V.220; Hanorat i (PTS), Vol. Ill, p. 329.

.104-7, 11 1 f-

See Mukai, "P-

.103, 71 I Hut . PP-21-See Hon]o, op.

50
See Enomoto, op. alt., p. 933, n.l. Furthermore, the designation as (8a]g-

ll]t*vszga, or rather [s&\Wgllta]varc,a is found in a Sanskrit fragment of

Che SA (E. Waldschmidt, "A Note on Names and Surnames of Indra in a Fragment

of a fcuddhist Canonical Sanskrit Te*t from Centra! Asta"
,

JBRS, Vol.54. 1968,

pp. 33-9). This fragment and its coanterp.fi in the Chinese SA correspond

to a Sueta in the Sa8athava figa of the Samyuttanlkaya .
incidentally, the Tut-

far. Sanskrit text, uhich corresponds to the Sangitisuttanta of the Dlghanikaya,

has previously been given the title Sangit isStra .
The Sanskrit manuscript

itself, however, runs samgltam diiarmapfarijayamj (p. 206), and the Vinayas of the

Dharroag-ptakas and Nah.slsakas also refer to the "SangTlasDtra (T 1428. p. 968-

b!7 and T 1421, ii.l°.la20 respectively).

51
Polios 12 and 13 of Cat. tfo.50 (Sanskr; thandscloritten nus den rurfanfundon,

Fart 4, p. 237 f.) have been identified as verses from the Parayana. Tt

vetses correspond to part Of a long Agamic qui

makosoplyika (Peking, Thu 12Bb4-129b7 ) . anol

cited in Vasubandhu's Abhldhannaknsabhasya (p.46fi) as belonging to Che Ksudr;

ka-iBama. This would suggest that the Ssrv5stiva"di ns, or rather Mulasarvasti

vadins, whose Agama is cited in the Abhidharmakosauhasya ,
transmuted il

Ksudraka-Ieama including the pSrSyana,

i Samathadeva's Abhit

of which has also

uyakizoagongyS ni tauite IA Study .

Vol. XVIII, 2, 1S70, pp. 482-92.

smaller Ghi i

Samyuktagami

55
See Enomoto, op. eft., pp. 931-2; 'Agonkyoten no Seiricsu [On the 1
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o£ tli* Original Text ,.l" 1. lie Chinese Mamas I

'

nal of Oriental Studies], Vol. XXIII, 1, 1'JB'i

56
CI. Mizuno, 'liel siiyaku. ..'

,
pp.486-<J.

57
See Enomolo, 'Udunavar^a . .

.
' , pp. 931-3.

!S
r in.

" I i.

E. Waldschmidt. , *Drei Fragmente buddhii

. !
;oij3 r;aki:j;

- 99, p.3O0c.

T 1428, p. 569b.

(Kaclio Junior College,

Kyoto)

EKOTTflRAGAMA (III)

Traduit de la version chlnoise par

Thlch Huyen -Vi

Fascicule premiere (suite)

Partie 2

Les Dix Coromemeitaclons

"Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois que le Buddha residait dans

le pare d' Anathapindada, dans le bois de Jeta , a Srlvastl, il

conseillait aux bhiksu de praciquer assiduraent et de propager

largeraent un dfiarma'... les dix recoramandat ions suivantes :

la premiere consiste en la commemoration du Bouddha
,

la deuxl erne cone erne la commemoration du Dhatma

,

la troisieme est la commemoration du Samgha
,

la quatrieme concerne la commemoration des regies et des

disciplines,

la sept ie me esc la commemoration de la serenite de l espr

a nee

10. la dixteme consiste en

Ces bhiksu pourront, di

toutes pensees illusoires

(iddhi), obtenir de

les moines (Sjramana} et enfin parvei

En resume : il faut en premier

le Dharma , le Samgha, ensuite su

les dera , la serenite de l'esprit,

lieu sur 1' impermanence de son prop:

immenioracion de la mo

le Bienheureux, ale

s, acquerir des pouvoir

ltats grands, ultimes vis

lieu mediter sur le Bouddha,

les regies, la gen^rosite,

la respiration, et en dernier
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Les Explications Appro f ondies

1. LA BUDDHAHUSMRTl : La commemoration du Bouddha

"Alnsi al-]e entendu. Une fois que le Bouddha residait dans

le pare d' Anatliaplndada , dans le bois de Jeta, a Sravastl, il

conseillait aux bhlk3u de pratiquer et propager la premiere tecoi-

mandation, e'est-a-dire la commemoration du Bouddha oil buddhlnu-

snii-ti
4

. Cette action leut amenera des re'sussites grandes telles

que l'obtention de la 'rosee d' immor talite' on amrta , l'accession

au 3tade de 1 '??^msJirt:a ou d ' inconditionne, l'acqulsitlon des

fonderoents du pouvoir surnaturel ( rddfiipada ) et enfin le Nirvana.

Le Bouddha demands aux bhiksu : "Fourquoi le simple fait de

medit ei sur le Bouddha peut-il apporter des consequences sem-

blables?"

Les bhik.au lu e pond 1 rent : "Vous nous ave

se signification de ce phenom

ent voa conseils par la suite.

deja espliqa'

Pendar

attitude

votre intelligence et

us expliquer.

correctes, l'esprit mal

alsser perturber par des pe

le Tathagata, vos yeux touj

Ltion de lotus, garden des

dans l'objectif principal,

nt est fait la

le diamant, do

du Bouddha? Elle

hers du .

Le Tathagata possede un regard de droiture extraordinaire qu'on

peut conterapler sans se lasser; aes qualites sont au&si pures

,

a us si dures et parfaites que celles du diamant et du lapis lazuli!

la stability de sa cone ent rati an n 'a jamais faiblie. II a deja

extermine ce qui devalt etre eliEine, par example : l'orgueil,

la pass-Ion, la colere ,
1 ' ignorance, la vanite . La sagesse du

Ekotta- III Sj

Tathagata n'a pa a de limite , ne rencontre pas d' obstacle .
Le

corps du Tathagata es-t libere du cycle de la renaissance (samsSra)

du COmmun des mortels, mais le Bouddha dit souvent qu'il reviendra

dans le monde des homme s pour les aider. Sa connaisBance des

humaiins est absolue. II salt distinguer celui qu 'il. peut alder

de celui qu'il ltii e3t Impossible de le fairs. Ainsi, il sera

present la ou ce serait indispensable.

C'est cela la commemoration du Bouddha ou Duddhanusmrti et les

raerveilleux Tesultats acquis,"

Ayant entendu ces explications, les bhiksu s ' erapresealent de

Lei ells

2 . la dharhanusmfti : La commemoration du Dharma

Le Tathaaata recommanda aux bhiksu : "Pendant la meditation,

sans se laisser troubler par des pensees illusoires, reflechisaez

a propos du Dharma pour eliminer la passion et les troubles nes

des desirs. Comment conprendre le Dharma? Bevant les tentations,

les desirs ne doivent plus nattre en nous, nous devons nous eloig-

ner des contraintes issues de ces passions qui obsurcissent [notre

vue Juste 1 .

Le Dharma esc come 1 'essence des parfums. II est d'une pucet*

si parfalte qu'aucune penaee illusoire ne peut y trouver sa place.

Voila ce que la ueditation sur le Dha

vellleux resultats deja cites vous emmen

l'Evell."

pei ; vous apporter

endrez les raer

atade ultime d.

3. la sahchahi/shuti : La

fl

Le BLenheureux eonseilla ai

ichissez aussl sur le Samglu

imemoration du Samgha

bhiksu : "Dans la meditatit

Le Samgha du Tatha Kata esc constitue de disciples ayant deja

accompli toutee les bonnes actions necessaires pour acceder a

la VSrite. lis ne comraettent plus aucune mauvaise action. lis

ont le sens de l'egalite [des homines due a la nature de Bouddha

qui exlste en chaque etre]. lis ont accompli toutes les conduites

ethiques ! ils ont observe toutes les disciplines du Samgha;

ils ont accompli la concentration parfaite; ils ont acquis la

sages se ; ils sont parvenus a se liberer [des contra in tes des
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delivres, c ' est-a-di re qu'ilsu qu'il

le Samgha? C'est 1
' Ordre Idee

i de :

Vou spec [di iples du Bouddha ]

,

des champs fertilesdigues d'off randes, parce qu 'lis constituent

le rnSme but : participer a La delivrance de soi-meme et d'autrui

pour parvenir au Triyana . Ayant accompli toutes ces actions,

lis sont conslderes comme des disciples du Bouddha."

4. LA SILANUSMRTI : La cc-mi

Le Bienheureux recommandi

a tio: Z L n :

: les regies e

regies?] Elle

es. Elles noil

nda aux bhiksu : "Pend.

sans se dlspersei menta lement , ref lechissez i

les disciplines. [Quelle est l'efflcacite de c

nous permettent d' exterralnet les mauuaises pen

dirigent vera la reuasite finale qui nous rendra heureux. Riles

sont comparables h des glands qui nous ornent . Analogues a un

vase miraculeux, elles peuvent faire realiser tons nos voeux

.

Tous les [trente-sept] auxiliaires de 1 ' illumination ont ete

ainsi elabores grace a ces disciplines.

Voila, bhifcsu,

pliTies peut voua

Le Bienheure-

ue la meditatio sur le reg les

tei comme conse quel) cea pos; tlv

La commemoration de la generos

eilla i "Dans la meditat Lou,

it€. Si nous es gini tftU

le

tei ons de mervei lleux

ons pas lui rendre

suit Si

_le; lorsqu'on veut nous nulre ei

si a ce moment-la nous tenons quelque chose dans la main, nou;

ne deuons pas nous en servlr pour riposte r; raeme lor squ 'on utl

lise un couteau, un baton, une pierce pour nous attaquer, tou'

en eultivant de la compassion nous ne devons pas nous facher

La generosite pratiquee de cette facoti n'aura pas de fin et voua

bhiksu, voub aurea applique la grande ggnerosite et vous recevre:

de merveilleux resultats."

LA DEVATANUSMFTI :

Le Bienheureux dit

La tlo

1 'esprit dans l'objectif principal,

par les pensees illusoires, reflechissi s deva

otr paf

ite. Be creez pas de comportem

plines pour le corps et votri

eclairera partout. II deviend

Un dcva est celui qui a accoi

C'eet la consequence de la medi

a 1 (.i

perturber

Gardes

la purete et la seren-

s, appliquez les disci-

Ltra de la Lumiere qui

7. •UPJtSAMANUSMRTI La

Le Bienheureux conseilla :

de 1'esprit. Gee i consiste a

a poursuivre jusqu'au bout 1<

et d'y trc

(samadni)."

cation sur les J^a

ooration de la sere

Med1 tez assidument la

L'ANAPANANUSMPT

Le Bienheureux and;i

irminer toutes pensees illusoires,

cherche de la Verite, a ne pas

d'actes de cupidite, a vaincre

ier darts les endroits paisibles

tued i

long,

'observer votre respiration. Gela consiste a prendre consci-

a tout moment de 1 ' Inspiration ,. de 1 'expiration, [du souffle

du souffle court] , du souffle frold, du souffle chaud.

nez-vous de la tete au
.
pied, prenez- conscience du xythme

tre respiration. Coraptez-le et analysez-le . La comprehefi-

parfaite de la respiration vous apportera de grandes reus-

Le Bienheureux

reflexion h propoi

de la peau, des muscles, des ne-

du foie, des poumons, du coei

intestins greles et gros, de 1;

ine. du pancreas, des lanes,

sang, des pus, du pouls, etc .

corps : Est-il vrairoeftt compo

'feu' et du 'vent' 1 D'oti vi

les oreilles, le nez, la langi

Bhiksu, c'est comme cela qu ' i

"La meditation sur le corps concerne

heveux, des polls, des ongles, des den

des nerfs, des os, de la vesicule blli

corps? Qui

corps et 1
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Le Bl-enheure'

le reflexion.

La commemoration de la mort

gna : "La meditation Bur la mort r

lyse approfondie a propoa du pa

a la renaissance dans un autre

nf Er

nence de 1.

au pourrissement

quera lnevitablei

disparition flu Ct

exhaustive sui la

positives vms pe

Voila les dix I

1

la de- des '.ompa rabl e

a arbres units, a la fin d'une vie qui provo-

t la separation d'avec lea etrea chers, la

s, de la beaute, de la voix. Cette meditation

irt peut vous apporter , bhlksu , des conclusions

ittant d-es realisations grandes.

iedit. sidument , propage

enseignement du Bouddha, lea bhlksu

,

Voir Taishb (T) 2, 552c9 et suiv.; cf. Anguttara 1 30 (eJtad/iammo, btiikkiiave

,

bahalikaro . .
.
Uuddhanussati - .

. ); cf, la traduction anglaise de F.L. Woodward,

The Book ol Gradual Sayings, Londres, 1932 (reinpr. 1979), I, p. 27; traduction

allemande de Nyanat iloka , rev. et ed . Nyanaponika, Die Lehrrsden des Buddha <ius

dei Angereititsn S^mmlung, Freiburg i. Br., 1984 p. 31; traduction en hindl

par A. KauaaLyayan, Amguntai-wiJiay , Calcutta, 1957, p,32.

Tout au long de cea dl* recommendation:

seul l*intitule change. Pour la derniere, 1

deplace dans l'ori8inal chlnois, car le texte dans

tlon de ibid., 551c29-552a4 de le partie introducto:

semble ibid., 552a4 et suiv. ou le roi Mahadeva a<

ce passage le roi Longue Vie (Tch'ang Cheou ) inE

ses cheve

d'entrer dans 1*>

3
Voir T2, 554a

BuddJian usrorf. i

le Bouddha en t

blai II fol

i Bouddha

designs ,

en plus un passage apparent

<s T2, 553C5-9 est une repel

olre. ihid., pp.S53a9-24 i

adresse son fils alne. 0:

iulenent designer

i de Bouddha qui

Ekottar

Cf. aussi E.

Ill 37

;agc5se (abr. en rraire) III.

Lamotle, L" Trsizb de la giando verm lie

970, p. 1329 el suiv.

Pour les rddnipada, voir Traite. pp. 1177-9. 1615,

Les dlx forces (dasabaia ) sont :

a. la faculte de distlnguer ce qui

ou nauvaises effets des actes.

dans la vie actuelle et dans les vies futures.

c. la faculte de connaltre le degre de perf ectionnement de;

d, la faculte de percevoi;

diffeientes regions de l'univers.

g. la capacite de comparer le karma d<

(des Deva, des etre-s humains, des genies (

des animaux) et le karm

tlons des gens,

.mprehension de la Doctrine (Dharma) .

lieieux qui s'engagent dans le sen

la faculte de connaiti comporti

j. la capacite d'eliminer tous les condit ionnements dctrgisant ainsi toutes

les habitudes.

Voir aussi Traite, p. 1505 et suiv.

8
Quatre assurances (vaisaradye) l 11 en exfste deux taLeKories, les assurances

dee Bouddha et 1*;? assurances des Bodhisattva

.

tinction des souff ranees, iii) la capatfle de pontrer la faenn d'evitcr le

mal, iv) la capacite d'expliquer la cessation de la souffrance. Cc5 quatre as-

b. Les quatre assurances des Bodhisattva : los Bodhlsattva n' ont pas pcur

de propager le Dharma parce qu'ils ont i) la rcemoire infaillible, ii ) L'utlllS-

J
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ndations se ressenblent, alnsl nous ne

ies repetons pas.

10
Les trols mondes sent : le monde du deslr (kaniadhatu

)
, le mood? dt; la forme

(rupadJiatu) et le monde sans forme (aru/jyadharu); voir par est. Mahavyutpattl

3073-4.

11
Lit. ce qui correspond aux "quatre paires d'honunes" (purisauug-Ini) et aux

"huit cavacteres humains" (purisapua-gala) de La tradition pill. Voir references

dans, PTS PED, p. 470; cf. aussi Nyanatiloha. Buddhist Dictionary, Je ed . Colombo

1972, pp. 20-2, q.v. ariya-pvggala

.

12

Jhist Terms, TaJ

Cf. W.E. SoothilL .

•i 1970, pp. 58a, 78a

a Dictionary of Chinese Bud-

2, p. 45, n.6.

^ BSR 1, 1, p. 16, n.12.

physiques et les qu-alit'es prima J

materiel. Voir Nyanatlloka, Budd.

BUDDHIST SCHOLARSHIP IN CANADA: ADDENDA *

Russell Webb

eligion repr . 1982.

rt : Two Japanese pupils of Warder obtained

Ills supervision: Shoryu Kataura for 'A

TattvasLUdhl' [Satyasiddhisastra J (1974),

for 'Philosophy and its Development in

subsequently pub-

49 (end of para,

their Ph.Ds under Me
Study of Harivarman's Tattv

and Furainaro Watanabe for

the Hikayas and Abhidhamroa' (1976) «hi«

lished under the same title (Delhi 1983).

50 1.2 Waterhouse has surveyed 'Buddhism in Modern Music and

Dance: Wagner, the Naropa Institute and Some Others' (-Spring-

Wind 5,3, Toronto 1965) .

52 1.17-18 from below: 'Antagonism. Among the Religions Sects...'

repr. In The international Buddhist forum puajrterly 1,1V,

Seoul 1979.

- 1.13-14 fr.b. : { . . . ed .Chai -Shin iu . . . ) .

- 1.7 fr.b.: . . . ed . Hok-lam Chan and Win T.de Bary

53 1.11 fr.b.: insert Dordrecht before 1977.

57 1.14 fr.b.r The Life and Teachings of Naropa repr, Shambhala,

Boston 1986.

- 1.9 fr.b.: The Tantric view of Life, lev.ed. ,
Varanasi 1976.

58 1.18 fr.b.: add 'The existential import of dynamic structure

In rDzoge-chen Buddhism' {Acta mdologica 6, Marita 1984).

59 1.3 fr.b. insert: Florida and Brockway produced a somewhat

unorthodox interpretation of 'Dukkha: A Discussion o£ the

Buddhist Concept of Suffering' for the now-defunct journal of

the British HahSbodhi Society, Buddhist Quarterly 9,4, London 1977.

59 1.9 fr.b. add: The Third Conference of the International Asso-

ciation of Buddhist Studies, was also held in Winnipeg 1980

at which Prof . Guen the r delivered the Presidential Address on

the theme 'Tasks Ahead' (published in JIABS 4, 1961).

60 1.20 fr.b.: He (KawamuraJ has also contributed the entry

on Buddhism in Canada Co the new Canada F.nvqclopaed ia (Edmon-

ton. 1985).

62 1.12 fr,b. insect new para.: A Ph.D. candidate from 1982 has

been Gareth. Spaihara vho was born in England and had lived

as a monk in India and Hepal studying the Vajraya'na. During the
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Public at
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iight years he had been attached to the Buddhis

ics at Dharamsala. He has produced a new Englis

;he Udanavarga entitled Tfte Tibetan Dharam

is. New Delhi 1983; repr.Wisdom Publicati

i spiritual autobiography in "A Personal

ipada (Mahayana

Iccount of Bud-

dh (Spring Wind 5,4

63 1.11 insert new pafa

pology and Sociology

at the University but

(where he

South A3i

held the ;

Studies

pology. At the

the Assoeiat ion

and ideolog

ton 1963) r

wodernizati

oronto 19B5-6).

Michael M.Ames holds the Chair of Anthro-

orn 1933, he initially read Anthropology

t obtained his doctorate from Harvard in

•Religious Syncretism in Buddhist Ceylon'

fleldwork). Thereafter he pursued Indian/

at London and Chicago and, successively,

IS of Asst Prof, of Sociology at McMaster (1962-

Columbia Asst/Assoc.Prof , (1964-70), and full

1974) Director of Vancouver's Museum of Anthro-

conference on Theravada Buddhism organised by

for Asian Studies in 1971 he presented a paper

comments on Theravada Buddhism in South and South-

icietles' . His published writings Include 'Social

1 change in Ceylon' (Human Organization 22, Washing-

.in S.H.Eisenstadt (ed.) The Protestant Pthic and

(Hew rory 1968), R.H.Bellah (ed.) Comparative Pers-

pectives on Religion (Boston) and, under the title, "The Buddhist

Reformation in Ceylon' (4 parts, P/orld Buddhism 12-13, Dehiwela

1964); 'Buddha and the dancing goblins: a theory of magic and

religion' (American Anthropologist 66, Menasha , Wisconsin 196*)

repr .as 'Buddhism and Magic Rituals' (2 parts, world Buddhism 14,

1965); "Magical-animism and Buddhism: a structural analysis of

the Sinhalese religious system' (Journal of Asian Studies 13, Ann

Arbor 1964, and aspects of Religion in South Asia, ed . E . B . Harper

,

Seattle 1964) , ' Religion, politics, and economic development

in Ceylon: an interpretation of the Weber thesis' {proceedings of

ety, Seattle 1964), "Three Ways to Study Buddhism' (the Buddhist

Annual, Colombo? 1965) , 'The Theological Importance of Village

Buddhism' (World Buddhism Vessk Annual, Dehiwela 1965), 'Some Re-

cent Developments in Ceylon Buddhism' (ibid . 1966) , 'Ritual presta-

tions and the structure of the Sinhalese Pantheon" (Antiiropoiogi c-

al Studies in Theravada Buddhism, ed. H.Nash et al., Yale Univ. 1966).

"The impact of Western education on religion and society in Ceylon'

Ruddhi: scholarship in Canada : Addenda

eacitic Affairs 40, Univ. of B.C., Vancouver 1967; uff-pr.as UflC

-ept of Asian Studies Reprint Series No . 1 and repr., in abridged

orm. in the Sri tan ka rams ya Vssak Annual, Singapore 1969), 'WflSt-

rnizatxon or modernization; the case of the Sinhalese Buddhists'

Social Ccmpatts 20, i.ouva i n-1 a -Neuve 1973), 'Detclballzed nntliro-

ology and the study of Asian civilizations' (Pacific Affair* 49,

97f>), "Tovil: The ritual chanting, daiiLe, and drumming of cn.oi

-

:Lsm in Sri Lanka" (Monographs OH Husitf, dance and Theater in Asia

4, New York 19 7 7) - revised as 'The magical arts of the Sinha-

ese Buddhists of Sri Lanka' (International Journal at A«ia» stud-

es 2, 1982), and 'Tovill Exorcism by White Magic' (MaturaJ Hist-

ry B7, Washington 1978).

1.15 fr.b. insert new para.: The efforts of participants at

Buddhist-Christian workshops held in ToronLo during 198 3-

have resulted In the publication of transcripts of the talks

(j.:

olle J l! 12 ,')
!

Christian Dialogue in Canada (United Church of Canada, Toronto

1985). The editor, Stanley Fefferman, is a professor at iork

University, Toronto, and Deputy Executive Director of the Canada

Lumbini Cgmmittee at the Buddhiet Council of Canada (also situated

64 1.13-14 fr.b.: from 1985 the title changed to Journal of Devel-

oping Soc-ii-Lies.

1.11 fr.b.: K.Ishwaran {Dept of Sociology and Anthropology)

has also edited the Journal of Asian and African Studies (Lei-

den ( from its inception, in 1966.

65 insert new para,: An ex-patriate scholar is Leonard W.J. van

der Kuijp. Born 1952 in Geldrop, The Netherlands, he read,

I.a.. Psychology and Philosophy at Brock University, Religious

Studies and Philosophy at Carleton University, Ottawa, and Reli-

gious/Mongolian Studies, Tibetology and Sinology at Saskatoon

(all between 1970-6). He obtained an M. A. from the last-named

university under the tutelage of Prof .Guenttier and completed

his training in Tibetology, Mongolian and Kanchu studies, Indology

and Sinology at Bonn and Hamburg in W. Germany - gaining his doctor-

ate from the latter in 1979 for a study which was published under

the title ContriOutiMs to the Development rji Tibetan Buddhist

Epistomologg. From the eleventh to the thirteenth century (Stutt-

gart 1983). During the years 19 80 -3 he served with Lhe Nepal-

German Manuscript Preservation Project, later becoming Deputy
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Director at the Nepal Research Centre ii

ly a Research Assistant at the Free i

has contributed the following articles:

of Buddhism in Mongolia' (Canada-Mongoi

Kathmandu , and is current-

niversity in W.Berlin. He

'A Note on the Development

a Review 1,1, Saskatoon

1975), 'Phya-pa Chos-kyi seng-ge's Impact on Tibetan Episteroologic-

al Theory' (Tibetan studies, ed.M.Brauen and P.Kvaerne, Zurich

19 78; expanded for the Journal of Indian Phi losopfiy 5, Dordrecht

1978), 'Introductory Notes to the Pramana varrttika based on Tibetan

Sources' (The Tibet Journal 4,2, Dharamsala 1979), 'Motes on Dhar-

tnaklrtl's Pramanavarttika ' (Young Buddhist 6, YMBA, Kathmandu 1980),

"Tibetan Contributions to the Apotia Theory: The Fourth Chapter of

the Tshad-ma' 1 rigs-pa-i-gter' (JAOS 100, 1980), 'Marginalia on

Sa-skya Pandita 's Oeuvre ' (JIABS 7,1, 1984), 'On the Authorship

Of the Gzhung-lugs legs-par ishad-pa Attributed to Sa-skya Pandita'

and ' Some Recently Recovered Sa-skya -pa Texts: A Preliminary

Report' (Journal of the Nepal Research Centre 7, 1985), 'A Text-

Historical Bote on irw^jcat.antra II:v:l-Z' (JIABS 8,1, l9fl5), 'his-

cellanea apropos of the Philosophy of Mind in Tibet: Mind in

Tibetan Buddhism' (The Tibet Journal 10,1, 1985), 'Notes on the

Transmission of tfagar juna ' s Ratnsrali in Tibet* (ibid. 10,2), '
A-

propos of a Recent Contribution to the History of Central Way

Philosophy in Tibet: Tsong khapa's Speech of Cold 1 and "Studies

in the Life and Thought of Mkhas-grub-r je I : Mkhas-grub-rje '

s

Epistemological Oeuvre and his Philosophical Remarks on Dignaga's

PramanitsainuKcaua' (Berliner intf&logisehe stvdien I, 1985), 'Sa-skya

Pandita on the Typology of Literary Genres' (Studien zur mdoiogie

untf icanistik. 10, Reinbek 1986), "An Early Tibetan View of the So-

teriology of Buddhist Epist ernology : The Case of 'Bri-gung ' Jig-

rten mgon-po" (Journal of Indian Philosophy U, 1986), "On the

Sources for Sa-skya Pandlta's Notes on the 'B$am-yas Debate'

(JIABS 9,2, 1986) and 'Studies in the Life and Thought of Mkhas-

grub-rje II: On the Debate between Hkhas-grub-r je and Rong-ston'

(Berliner InSologische Sttidien 2, 1986).

63 add final para.: Mention, must also be made of Glen H.Mullin

who was born in Gaspe, Quebec. In 1952 he travelled to Dharam-

sala, the seat of the Dalai Lama in India, and joined the Buddhist

Studies Programme which had been established at the Library of

Tibetan Works and Archives by Geshe Ngawang Dargye (his first

tutor). He was a script consultant for Graham Coleman's document-

ary filns, 'Tibet: A Buddhist Trilogy", and serves in the Research

Buddhist Schoia: : Addenda U2

Library. He has alreadyand Translation Bureau of the Dalai I

translated the following Tibetan, texts: Stanzas for a Hovic. Monk

[attributed to NagarjunaJ ^nd Essence of the Oc.^r- oi v!na,j* [by

Tsongkhapd], with Lobsang Kabgay (Dhararasala 1978), four Songs to

JB Xinpochv, with Lobsang Horbu Tsonawa (ibir).), Bridging the 3a -

eras and Tsntras: a collection of ten minor works by Dalai Lama I

(Ll.itf.1981; repr.by Snow Lion Press, Ithaca, NY 1982, in their

series Selected Works of the Dalai Lamas). In the latter he has

tr. Dalai Lama Ills Essence 9 t fta-fined Goi-i (1982), dl vin songs

of Spiritual Change (1982) and DL III The Tantrlc Yogas of Sister

niqv.na (1985). He has also, with Brian C.Beresford, tr.the Bodhi-

pathapradlpa and other (Tibetan) treatises for rtaliayaija Texts on

the Graded Path (Dharamsala 1978), with Doboom Tulku, tr
.

"The

life of Jowo Atisha' and Atlsa's Mahayana-patha-sadhana-varna-

sam Braha f
Viroalaratnalekha and Satya-dvaya-avatara for Atisha and

Buddhistn in Tibet (Tibet House, New Delhi 1983), and miscellaneous

Tibetan texts for his compilation on Death and Dying. The Tibetan

Tradition (Boston and London 1986).

* to BSE Vol.2, Hos 1-2 (1985), pp.U-65.

PALI TEXT SOCIETY

I. B. HORNER MEMORIAL LECTURE
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Professor of Sanskrit, Oxford UnivetS
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Pall In Sinhalese Buddhism

at 6 pm on Monday 8th September 1986

School of Oriental and African Studii

University of London

Malet Street, London WC

1
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Centre, with the aim of publishing details of research
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Deutsch - Pali Worterbuch

Helmut Klar

Octopus Verlag, Wien 1982

384 Seiten. gebunden DM 50,- fl.S. 350

Pali gehort keineswegs in die Gruppedw sogenannten ,.toten" Sprachen. sondern dient

auch heute noch der Verstand 19ung zwischen gelehrten buddhistiscnen Monchen in

Sri Lanka, Thailand tmdartderen Landern Siidostasiens. I nnerhalb dieses buddhistischen

Kulturkreisei hat Pali auf religios-philosophischem Gebiet last den Charakter einer

internationa len Gelehrtensprache angenommen, -- Fur Buddhisten aus dem deutschen

Sprachraum ist Pali vor allem deshalb so wichtig. wftil in dieser Sfnache die Lshrreden

das Buddha iiberliefert vnorden sind. Clber die philosophis.chnetigidsen Texte hinaus

bietet die Pali-Liicrstur aber auch eine Fiille von kultingeschichtlichem und soziolo-

gischem Material, das noch nicht vol! ausgewertet worden ist. Neua Forschungen.

die otme Pait-Kenntnisse nicht mdglich sind , erschlieSen weitere Zusammenhiinge, Hier-

aus wird erirchtlich.daK Pali ilber die rein buddisriistischen Aspekte hinaus auch heute

noch aktuelle Bedeutung hat, in Siidostasien ebenso wie in der westlichen Welt, wo

ein Teil dieser Forschungsarbeit geleistet wird.

Anschritt Verlages: Am F It 16, A 1010 Wien

A. 1. . Ba 3ham (24.6. 14 - 27.1.86)

One of the foremost hist 01 tans of Indian, civilisation (and one

of the very few Western specialists in this field) died of cancer

in Calcutta and was buried at Shillong. Although a naturalised

Australian citizen, he was undoubtedly a spiritual son of India.

Arthur Llewellyn Basham was born in Essex, England, the son

of a journalist attached to the Indian Army. In 19 38 he won the

Ouseley Scholarship In Urdu at the School of Oriental and African

Studies, London, and thereafter graduated with a First Class

Honours degree in Indo-Aryan studies. After the Second World

War he was appointed Reader in the History of India (1953) and

four years later became Prof ess sor of the History of South Asia

at the University of London . He always concentrated his energies

on teaching and throughout his career supervised over 100 doctoral

dissertations. As a student at one of his year -long courses in

Comparative Religion at an evening Institute, the writer of this

tribute can testify to the persuasive charm of his appealing

oratory and to his deep-rooted adherence to Indian philosophy.

He became a Visiting Lecturer to universities in the USA,

India and Pakistan and was a sectional president ac the Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists held in New Delhi 1964. In

the following year he accepted an invitation from the Australian

National University in Canberra - a move he described as the

'brain drain' in reverse! - to become Head of the School of General

Studies in the Faculty of Asian Studies. On his retirement in

1978 he became Visiting Professor at. the School of Graduate Stud-

ies in the Centre For Religious Studies, Toronto University,

lecturing occasionally at the University of New Mexico, Albuquer-

que, and Carleton College, Hocthf ield, Minnesota. Before leaving

Horth America he acted as President of the Fourth Conference

of the International Association of Buddhist Studies which met

at Wisconsin University, Madison, in 1980. Five years later,

at the age of 71, he was invited to Calcutta by the Asiatic Soc-

iety of Bengal which honoured him with the Vivekananda Professor-

ship of Oriental Studies and its bicentenary plaque . (He had

already been awarded the title of Desikottama by the Visvabharati

University, Sttantiniketan . ) At the time of his death he was master-
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minding an ambitious Encyclopaedia of Indology on behalf of the

Asiatic Society.

Although few of Prof .Basham 1

s writings deal exclusively with

Buddhism, it was always accorded sympathetic treatment in numerous

books and papers. His most celebrated study and the one work

by vhicti he wi 11 long be remembered is the highly readable tome,

The wonder that was India (London 1954, pbk repr.l985f Hew Tfork

196 3 and Delhi 19 84) , which surveys the totality of culture in

the Sub-continent up to the Muslim conquests. (Translations of

this unique study have been made in Trench, Polish, Spanish, Hindi

,

Malayalara, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, Urdu and Sinhalese.) Based on

his doctoral dissertation at SO AS he produced a seminal and,

indeed, the only full-length account of the History and Doctrines

of rue Ajlvlkss (London 195); rept. Delhi 1981) and later contribu-

ted entries on this "vanished Indian religion" to the Encyclo-

paedia oC Buddhism (Vol. I , f asc . 2 , Colombo 1963) and the Bulletin

of tJie SsnisJuishna Institute (Vol. XXII, Calcutta 1971). His inau-

gural lecture at his alma mater was published under the title

The Indian Sub -Con t inent in Historical Perspective ( SOAS 195-8;

German tr, by F.Wilhelm, Saecuium X, Munich 19-60) . His remalnlns

books comprise Studies i" Indian History and Culture (a collection

of essays which includes the early history of Ceylon, Calcutta

1964) and ispetts «f fliicient Jndian Culture (Bombay 1966). Follow-

ing a conference on the subject held in London 1960, he edited

the fsperi- on tfie Date d Kanlska (Leiden 1968), and later edited

tors of India (to which he also wrote the Introduction and Conclu-

sion - Oxford 1975; repr.OUP, Delhi 1985).

addition

of Ceylon'

he contributed 'Pi

(CeyJon Historical

he Saka-Kushana Penew study of the

Background to the Rise of

'The Background of Buddhism'

tionships (London 1955), 'J

de Eaiy (ed.) Sources of Ind

repr.f?] in de Bary The audd

Vijaya and the Aryaniza-

>al I, Colombo 1952), 'A

' (BSOAS XV, 1953), 'The

lahu I' (ibid. XXII, 1955),

ann (ed.) Man in his Bela-

Buddhisra" to Um Theodore

on {Part II, Hew York 1958;

Inrfi. Cftii and >

New York 1972) Contributions to Tfte Po le of O

he Hum nicies - A Symposiim.il ttl Con6 re ss of

w Delhi 1964), Buddhism ' (a BBC radio talk

e Listen I LXXII, London 1964), 'Indian Thought

(Hemisphere. Canberra, Dec.l966>, 'The Rise c

Historical Context' (Asian Studies, Manila, Dec

sion - 'The Background to tt

Studies in History ot Buddhism

Tali Jitakas' (Bast Wind, ANU,

(Annals I.XXX, Sydney 1969),

(Education News XII, 1970), 'The Ajanta Mural

VIII , Sydney 19 70) , 'The International Cong

',Abr-Nah?ain X, Leiden 19 70-1), 'Some ref lee

Kalinga Bdiets of Aaoka' (Buddhism and Jaini;

Institute of Oriental and Orissan Studies,

and Buddhism - A Reexamination" (Preside

5 T 1 , Madison 1982) and 'Aaoka' , 'Asv aghosa

'

and 'Kaniskfl' (The Encyclopaedia of Religion

16 vols, Hew York and London 1987).

e Else of Buddhism' - included in

ed.A.K.Harain, Delhi 1980), 'The

Canberra 1968-9), 'Facing Buddhism'

'Oriental Studies in Australia'
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES OF WORLD RELIGIOUS

LAWRENCE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

The Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions ( 1ASWR)

announces the establishment of the Lawrence Research Fellowship

Program for research in Asian and comparative religious studies

at the IASWR Library and facilities at Stony Brook, New York,

U.S.A. This Fellowship Program is made passible through a grant

received from The Lawrence Foundation, Port Jefferson Station,

New York, and is intended to help defray the travel expenses,

lodging, or other costs of visiting foreign scholars to conduct

research at the IASWR for a minimum of four (4) months in one

of the following fields :

1. East Asian religions and cultures

South Asian religions and cultures

Southeast Asian religions and cultures

Tibetan religion and culture

Comparative study of, or relating to, Asian systems

of thought

information about the Fellowship Program and the

;h facilities please write to :

For furthe

IASWR resea

Dr Richard A. Card, President

The Institute for Advanced Studies of World Relig

Melville Memorial Library

State University of New York a t Stony Brook

Stony Brook, New York 11794-3393, U.S.A.

Cable address : INASWOREL NEW YORK

The Worldof uddhis:

BOOK REVIEWS

Buddhist Honks and Nuns in Society and

Culture . Ed . Heinz Bechert and Richard Gombrich . Thames and

Hudson, London 1984. 308 pp. with 297 Illustrations, 82 in colour,

215 photographs, drawings and maps. £20.00.

This is a sumptuous production and is recommended to Buddhists

in any country where they are cut off from the sources of Dharoma

inspiration both by distance and alien culture. To leaf through

the illustrations could be a refreshing reminder of the riches

of Buddhist culture when one is surrounded by the uninspiring

materialise of modern urban sprawl. This is not to say, of course,

that Buddhist-influenced cultures do not have their failings,

though this line of thought, for lack, of space, cannot be followed

The World of Buddhism is very much

ture book for it contains articles on

from Its beginnings to its modern man

an Introduction by Richard Gombrich

e than a handsome pic -

ous aspects of Buddhism

tations. Thus we have

'The Buddhist Way' in

which he very ably maps out the Indian background to Buddhist

Teachings and something of the diversity of Buddhist organisation.

In the centre of all this stands the Sangha , mostly and usually

monastic though there have been many variations.

In the opening chapter Ktienne Lamotte offers us 'The Buddha,

His Teachings and His Sangha', a learned and concentrated account

of the Triple Gen, with special emphases on the rules, ideals

and lives of nonks and nuns. While the late author of this chap-

ter knows his texts well, he Is not so well-informed about prac-

tice. I have never, in any Buddhist tradition, found Uposatha-

days celebrated as "a day of fasting", the reverse certainly

being true in South-East Asia! His account of Uposatha {Sanskrit,

Posadha), the Observance Days, of which he says that the monks

in unison chant the monastic rule (pat imokkha/pca timoksa ) while it

may have been conducted in that way in ancient India, certainly

differs from present practice in Asia where only one monk chants

and the rest listen respectfully. As he has drawn here from

the Sanskrit traditions, many not generally available in English,

one cannot say that he is mistaken. And it is perhaps only a
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non -Buddhist who could write in the d

the Buddha 's monks and nuns after the f i

by their master, tlie disciples had to

Arahants surely did not feel abandoned

,

icluding paragraph, of

al Nibbana, "Abandoned

continue the work....",

nor other Noble Ones

,

and while l

felt grief,

-.iples who still had 'ordi

abandoned' is still the wrong woi

try' ,ay have

In the next section, 'The Indian Tradition', there are chap-

ters on 'Buddhism In Ancient India', 'Expansion to the North:

Afghanistan and Central Asia', and 'Nepal; the Survival of Indian

Buddhism in a Himalayan Kingdom'

.

In the first sub-section,

•The Evolution of the Sangha' by Gombrich, the texts are dealt

with and their transmission through the various Councils. A

reasonable critique is also given of the 'authenticity' of the

scriptures, noting the Indian tendency from earliest Vinaya and

Sutta texts down to the latest of the Tantras, to ascribe every-

thing to the (or a) Buddha or his disciples. This makes for

many complications In the minds of Westerners who tend to take

a rather literal view of authorship. It is perhaps rather strange

to quote a translation of the Dhammapada so ancient as that of

Max Muller (1881), hut the other quotations at the end of this

ub-Two fun

Monastic Contributio

and Lai Hani Joshi

all this material

with some of the

Oskar von Hinuher

is a specially int

actions on 'MahSyana Buddhism' and 'The

:o Buddhist Art and Architecture', by Umotte

espectively, follow. The reviewer found

jell -presented and

eala with Afghanist

resting section as

Ocularly fascina

ction. After t

an and Central Asi

the former Buddhia

:oday.
there is still poorly known to many Buddhists

a very rich and varied culture which interacted not only v

Hindu elements but also with the Nestorian Christian, ZoroasM

and Kanichaean traditions, while in the easternmost palta

was subjected to Chinese influence. Its final downfall was

result of increasing Muslim influence though, surprisingly,

Buddha's Teachings and Islam coexisted for even hundreds

yeais in some places.

Nepal is a country where e<

not profitable) with Hinduism,

nee has been possible (hut

next section hy Siegfried

Lienhard shows. The richly ornate Buddhism of the Newars of

the area around Kathmandu is a tenacious survival of the more

•popular" elements. A monastic (celibate) Sangha has not survived

nor , one suspects , has meditation practice . Instead there are

rituals and worship, with great festivals and processions occur-

ring every year. Though the artistic heritage of Buddhism from

India has survived sheltered in this little valley, and though

the rituals and festivals are splendid, yet the dissatisfaction

of many young Newars with this rather empty shell can be seen

in the increasingly flourishing Theravida influence.

In the next three chapters in fact, Theravada in the countries

where it is strongest is illustrated in pictures and described

with text . Sri Lanka' s Buddhism, 'They will be Lords upon the

Island' , is ably dealt with by Michael Carrithers - history,

(not the way one thinks *>£ monks in chis country, so far!), monks

in politics and, the monk as forest-dweller, leading up to the

modern Sangha.

Heinz Bechert's 'To be a Burmese is to be a Buddhist' cotaes

next and the author gives a lively account of how Buddhism has

fared in Burma. There is a good outline history right up to

the present with interesting details of what happened to Burmese

Buddhism under the British. The cartoon ridiculing foreigners

(= British Raj ) who would rather be carried round a pagoda Oil

the backs of Burmese than submit to the 'indignity' of removing

their shoes, is indeed amusing. The post -HUH ups and downs

of politics and religion are well compressed, with mention of

course of the great Sixth Council. The structure of the Burmese

Sangha and the various attempts at reforming it, including the

latest plan of 1979, are given in some detail. One of the initia-

tives of the present government is the Pitaka Translation Society

which, under the leadership of former Prime Minister U Nu, is

preparing a new translation of the Pali Canon. Nuns are mentioned

too, with the mysterious date 'fi56 AD' given as the time for

the extinction cf the bhikkhunis. I wonder where this date is

derived from? Hats, the native deities of Burma, have to be

believed to have been Arahants. This section ends with an account

of temples and monasteries, specially referring to their educatio-
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'The Way of the Monk and Che Way of the World: Buddhism

Thailand, bans and Cambodia' is Jane Bunnag's contriWiio

She has outlined how Buddhism er.

In

sacred and secular", but the revieve

the latter exists. Perhaps she means vi

Thailand and Laos first,

ed "Pali literature both

Is unaware that any of

histo

egalitaria

the Tha:

ious "histories' (vamsa)

Tall but these are, after all, predominantly religions

The position of Buddhism in Cambodia follows, showing

w the elaborate structure of Kahlyana, often fused with Hinduism

urabled as the Khmer empire decayed, to be replaced by "the

hing of Theravada Buddhism". 'Sangha and State',

section on the relationship between these two, is Important

: understanding Buddhism in these three countries. She quotes

Japanese author approvingly when he says that due to too close

control of the monks, especially in re Sard to the examinations,

nderstanding of Buddhism became stereotyped".

,nd is reflected in the rigidity of Tha:

consequent hierarchy in the Sangha -''>'•' - " ' "'-' R

in other Theravada countries. Und.

the Monk', some rules are listed with one or two inaccuracies,

but there is not much room for details here. The information

given on entering the Sangha and personal aspects of the monk's

role is perhaps not easily available elsewhere. The fact that

th, Sangha is open to almost anyone to Join is rather surprises

to westerners who are accustomed to a priesthood that has taken

various degrees and has already the benefits of higher education,

f them, may go on to acquire this but they

le time of ordination. Some of

(and the monks ' town life can

kind of pilgrimage to different

is interesting that when they

suspicion in Thailand, as their

to that of the Buddha himself

heading

le-

"Che Life of

Buddhist monks,

do not have to possess it at t

them indeed tire of the system

be rather boring) and go on a

teacher -monks and shrines. It

do so they are regarded with

mode Of life then comes neares

early days. This reflects the same rigidity
and the Sangha in -

commented on abov

print on P- 165 :

small error in the description of the

not have the Buddhist Wheel symbol in

Vishnu's Wheel, a good illustration of

how 'popular religion' mixes elements of Buddhism, Hinduism and

the native animism. On the subject of small faults, an Illustra-

tion of a monk receiving almsfood on p. 37 is almost certainly

not In Rangoon but In Bangkok,

Monastic aspects of the monk's role give some 'inside' infor-

mation on monasteries, what the abbot does, how the lay people

relate to the monastery and a paragraph or two on nun«, Or the

latter, the author gives a rather abysmal picture and does not

mention two or three movements which are improving the role of

nuns in society, through scholarship as at Mahamakut University

and their own training centre in Phetburi , through the 'yellow

nuns' of Nakorn Pathora who are led by Thailand's only bhikkhuni,

or througb the 10-precept nuns of the rebel, Acharn Bodhirakh.

There Is quite a lot on amulets and superstition, fair enough

one supposes as so many Thai monks encourage it, but the space

could have been better used to mention moTe Sangha-teac hers than

Acharn Buddha da sa and the rather disreputable Kittivuddho. It

is surprising that the meditation teachers in the north-east

of Thailand, who will probably prove to be the most significant

factor for the flourishing of Thai Buddhism in the future, are

not mentioned at all. This is a great pity. The influence of

meditation on many new lay Buddhist groups and its strength in

university Buddhist groups, such as that led by some new and

large wats on the outskirts of Bangkok, has aJso been missed.

Well, the review has already reached rather unmanageable

lengths and, as the reviewer is most familiar with the Buddhism

Of South and South-Eaat Asia, he will pass over the very interes-

ting chapters on China, Vietnam and Korea (Erik Ziircher) ,
Japan

(Robert Heinemann), and then Tibet (Per Kvaerne), leaving enjoyment

of these to the reader.

A number of things could be said about the last chapter by

Bechert, 'Buddhist Revival in East and West', but the most impor-

tant perhaps Is how impossible a task it is to pack all the infor-

mation into just over ten pages! Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia,

Germany, Great Britain, and the United States are all treated,

hut obviously the author has not enough space and certainly with

Britain his information is. out of date. The Chi thurst-Amaravat

I

Sangha of mostly Western-born monks and nuns is not mentioned.
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aspect Of Buddhism today -

be included.

Concluding then, nay I

- It will give you much to

changing pr,

end this vo:

t and think

,outh Wales,

y The Beginnings of Buddhism . KSgan Mizuno; tr. by Richard L. Ga
t

Kosei, Tokyo 19B0. xiv . 220 PP. £4.75,

to this work summarises its intentions in say

not an ordered, doctrinal presentation but a bl

Of what I have to say about the teachings and of

ing the life of Shakyamun

The pn

n from the oldest and moat reliable

te description though, having read

one is left wondering whether the author should not have

de up hie mind one way or the other and either written an evas-

ion of the ideas of primitive Buddhism as expositor and advocate

ole of impartial historian and textual

I introductory chapter on 'The Indian

Ith digressions into

Supernatural powers

'

scholar. After a ve

background' we are given a fairly standard

life and ministry from Buddhist sources, •

important doctrines and such matters as

(ch.16) and 'Buddhism and Jainism' (ch.ll). The fact that the

last two chapters deal with 'The Great Decease '

.
i.e. Gotama's

death and the events that Immediately followed, and 'A Buddhist

Guide for Living" (essentially a synopsis of Buddh.St lay ethics

Dased on the Sigalovada Sutta) perhaps sufficiently illustrates

the ambivalence referred to. The 'blend* in other words does

not entirely work as far as this reviewer is concerned, though

there Is much to interest. Apart from the text, there are sixteen

pages- of black and white photographs (of not particularly high

quality) showing the usual places of pilgrimage and a glossary

which, reasonably enough given the nature of this book, is much

msfii" pei onal and pla-

Absence of diacritical marks throughout is a minor flaw and the

translation sometimes jars, as when we are offered 'Right memory'

(p. 57) instead of the more familiar 'Right mindfulness'.

On the evidence of the English edition, one must assume that

the book is intended for readers with little knowledge of Bud-

dhism. The seni-blographical and anecdotal presentation makes

it easy and attractive reading, but mote lnEormat Ion by way

of notes on the source material would have enhanced its interest

for those directly acquainted with some of the texts. For in-

stance, the well-known account of Gotama's period Of asceticism

is given here with the information that the five followers he

acquired were In fact men sent by his father 'to care for his

son' (p. 26). The reviewer was not able to trace this embellish-

ment in the translations from the Pali and would he interested

to know where it came from. Some general summary of divergencies

between the Pall Canon and the Chinese version of the Agamas

would indeed have been welcome and, for that matter, the extent

to which each has been drawn on.

Occasionally the author Irritates or puzales. The statement

in the preface that ' Shakyamunl is ranked as one of the four:

great sages or the world together with Socrates, Jesus Christ

and Confucius' is surely an uncritical quotation from Karl jaspers'

book The Great Philosophers, and Hindus will hardly be overjoyed

to learn that only Buddhism, Christianity and Islam rank as 'great

religions' (p.x). Then again, it is puzzling to be given a refer-

ence to the three marks or attributes of existence which substi-

tutes 'nirvana is quiescence' for the expected mention of duKfcha

(suffering or dissatisfaction) (p. 97). However, when the author

allows himself to speculate freely he is often illuminating,

as in suggesting that a fanciful account of the visit by the

Master to the 'Heaven of the Thirty-three Devas" simply represen-

ted the pious imagination at work during a period of prolonged

absence on solitary meditation when, of necessity, 'hard informa-

tion' about him would have been difficult to come by (p-142>.

Most readers, then, can hope to get something from this book,

provided they can steer a sensible middle course between pioue

credulity and egativ : of the th-
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Thii iginally pubi ishei

then

sed' fo

1 Qhnhonk fo

s Ens 11 sh- language edi tioi

zawa University and in de;

the monthly magazine unsoi,

be-inj; 'completely re-organi

The author reaches Buddhology

cribed as an authority on Pali texts.

The book is essentially a history of the 'vast task of

nicaticn and translation' involved

dhist Canon. While there is di

diffusion in India and Sri Lanka,

mission of the Canon

culture and language.

he handing on of the Bud

-

ion of its formation and

ork focuses on the trans-

na, through the harriers of geography,

uthor has indeed given a multi-faceted

verview of this 'vast task' and, in doing so, uncovers a story

f energy and scholarship that stands as an inspiration for the

urrent generation of scholars.

liy mi t. ill
In India, the Agamas/Nikayas we

ous languages, translated from the (Old) HagadhI that the Buddha

probably spoke. In time they came to be written down, generally

in the BrStunl script thought to have developed from Phoenician

around 800 B.C. (The author points out that nearly every human

script, except for Chinese and its derivatives, developed from

Egyptian glyphs, through Phoenician script.) Brahml Itself was

the basis of scripts in Sri Lanka and South-East Asia (from the

rounded southern BrahmI) and in Nepal, Tibet and Mongolia, whence

it nf luei Kon ipt.

While the Theravida school generally kep

a «est Indian language (PalsacI), the Hinayai

reaching China, through Central Asia, were

language of the Chinese empire. The earl

dating from 67 A.C., at least -

Chil ..ij'pi'

rli

;s texts in Pali,

nd Mahayana texts

nslated into the

earliest translations -

with matters easiest for

nd stories of the Buddha

Doctrinal

author gives interesting detai

by the translators, of moving

languages of Sanskrit and Chin

rejected as misleading, was

medium of translation. The

i the dif ficulties. described

en the two totally unrelated

The former is, for example,

olved

highly inflected I

such inflections

ished style.

Of the many t

Canon, the author names four as the mos

(34 4-4 13) from Kucha, Central Asia; Pa

Western India; the Chinese pilgrim Hsi

Amoghavajra (705-774) from Srt Lanka. Th.

is outlined, and his

tylistlcally simple, while the latter lacks

ias generally written in an ornate and pol-

e origin of the Chinese

important Kumarajiva

imartha (499-569) from

n-teang (596-664) ; and

biography of Kuroarajlva

inal influence on East Asian Buddhism

his translations were tl

the essential meaning of crucial doctri

gant Chinese which was also excellent

st really to capture

nd did this in ele-

:e citation purposes.

The heroic journey of the pilgrim Fa-hsien ( 340-420?) is also

described* as la the difficult life of Pararaartha, whose transla-

tion work was constantly hampered by the war-torn conditions

of Southern China in hie day. The author devotes a chapter to

Hsijan-tsang, the only Chinese of the four great translators;

his output was of very high quality, and comprises one fifth

of the Chinese Canon. After learning all he could of HInayana

and Hahaylna ideas from numerous teachers in China, he travelled

to India to learn yet more. He later returned to a triumphant

welcome with 658 works : Sutras, Vinayas and treatises. While

the bulk of these were Mahayana, they also Included texts from

several HInayana collections, including fifteen Theravadin ones.

Little is said of Amoghavajra and the Tantric texts that he trans-

lated, but it is noted that he studied Tantric Buddhism in Sri

Lanka for three years, after previously coming to China at the

age of fourteen.

Once Buddhism was rooted in China, it underwent both persecu-

tion and promotion by the royal court . A result of one such

persecution, in 574, was the birth of the custom of inscribing

sutras on rocks for posterity. For example ,
between 605 and

1094 many sutras were inscribed on the polished walls of chambers

hewn in the living rock of Mt . Fang. The author also describes

the meticulous methods of translation-bureaux set up with royal

veral sutra-catalogues that were commissioned.pat

Sutr alogues very :

orpus of text

ry in orde keep
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Some sutras of Cti.

ted - and 'extras' ori Slnated in Chi,

were labelled in catalogues as 'spurious'. The 'genuine' 01

were those seen as being in accord with fundamental Buddh

teachings: their origin lay in the effort to adept these tea

ings to the Chinese way of thinking- According to the auth

one such text was the 'Sutra of Med:

(Kuan, wu-liang-shou-chlng). though other schol

of Indian origin. Many of the -spurious' sSt

730 A.C. catalogue lists 392 of then,, compare.

Amitabha Buddha

'

of Indian

i existed : a

lth 1076 non-

i
included (over-)simpl if ied

hingfe uttered by people in

a possessed state, attempts to palm-off folk-beliefs as Buddhism,

and attempts to take advantage of Buddhism foe some purpose.

As well as categorising sGtras as spurious or not, the Chinese

also had to develop systems for clarifying the many Hlnaylna

and Mahayana sutras which came to be translated. Discrepancies

and contradictions were apparent between th e9 e. yet they ware

all regarded as having been taught b, SikyaKuni Buddha. Difficul-

ties were resolved by following the principle that the Buddha

the capacity of his audience

Interpreted according to such

tlon-systems simply assigned

to different periods of the Buddha's life, in a relatively

value-free way; later systems, though, were used to accord hi eh-

•«t value and truth to the chosen sutraU) of a particular school,

e.g. the T'ien-tai.

lot the whole of Buddhism, and the author

e schools which emphasized study at the ex-

d not survive long in China. In particular,

dhidharma's almost non-scriptural approach

apted his message according

or that hi s " one message ' w

The

Sutra-study

points out that

pense of piactic

he implies tha

to the eclipse of
should be understood as a corn

by study in sixth century China.

On the aspect of Sutras as written documents, the author

suggests that the Mah5y5na emphasis on the merit of copying out

Wahlylna sutras was because early Mahayana was a purely lay move-

ment, lacking specialists (rconks) who had time to memorize, and

eo pass on, orally transmitted texts. In time, sutras cane to

Book Re views

itten . m
a Chinese rece

A.C.) while

na. The oldest extant

on of the VajracchediVa-

he oldest extant piece

ilranl dating from approximately 767

ry saw the first printing of the com-

vhlLe the eleventh century saw the

be printed, as well a

printed book, indeed

,

praJnSparamitlsutra

of printing is a Japanese

A.C. The late tenth cen

plete Trlpitaka in China

use of movable wooden type , The author describes the various

editions of the Tripitaka printed by Chinese governments, and

also in Japan.

The mid-nineteenth century saw the Japanese, under the influ-

ence of Western Orientalists, starting a historical study of

the development of Buddhism. In particular, attention came to

be focused on the previously neglected Ag areas (the equivalent

of the Pali Hikayas) and four translations of the Dharmapada

in the Chinese Canon. As early as 1901 , Japanese authors were

arguing that the Mahayana sutras might well have not been taught

by the historical Buddha. Kogen Mizuno himself holds that, while

they cannot be shown to have been the Buddha's words, they 'merely

explain in greater detail the many elements of Mahayana belief

that are described but briefly in the Agama sutras' (p . L32) ,

with the Agamae containing 'almost all the sources of Mahayana

teachings' (p. 32). As a result of their efforts* Japanese scho-

lars have now compared all the Pali suttas with their Chinese

equivalents. Japanese Pali scholarship also produced, in the

six years from 1935, a complete Japanese translation of the Pali

Canon and related Pali works : the 70- volume Harden Daizokyo,

ox 'Southern Route Canon'.*

A key fruit of Japanese comparative and critical study of

Chinese editions of the Tripitaka is the 100-vOlume Taisho Daizo-

kyo, produced between the years 1924-34. This includes : sutras

and other texts translated from Indlc languages into Chinese;

textB recovered in the twentieth century from the Tun-huang caves;

and illustrated works on Buddhist art and images. Notes often

supplement the Chinese text by giving Sanskrit and Pali parallels

to the Chinese terns. It is not surprising, then, that the author

* See Kiyoshl Ota and Masataka Ik&da, 'Pali Buddhist Studies in Japan', Pali

Buddhist Review 6, 1 (1981-2), pp. 7-33.
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1th

describes this as 'incomparably la

any previous edition of the Buddh

: including Sanskrit manuscri:

texts which were lost in th

history. Japanese scholars

the Chinese and Pall Canons,

put into the study o£ these

Western Buddhologis ts to lea

fruits of Japanese scholarshl:

3d more definitive than

ion' (P.1&5). He also

scriptural resources in Japan

Chinese manuscripts and printed

-secutlons and wars of Chinese

study the Tibetan, as well as

great effort has and is being

a clearly good reason for

Japanese, so as to share In the
the

»y of

ended

riticis

'fo

cf the

general reader' (I am

s is), he has omitted all diacr

text, f rora Sanskrit and Pall

a remedied in. a Glossary-Index

titles of Scripts

krit. Chinese, Pall, Japanese and Engl

that the Pali Atthakavagga is still

and (consequently?)

(p. 114) rather than

cea.ble that the aut

m, though.

Appendix o

the

with

logues in Sans-

h. It is noted , though

,

endered as Atthakavagga

.

the 'Meaningful Chapter

as the 'Chapter of Eights'. It is also nott-

hor seems to associate the first schism with

and thus with the Third Council, rather than

uncil (PP.9 and 112). The work would also

fit from the addition of a bibliography. These comments

e, it is a useful and inspiring survey

fundamental Buddhist tents.

LTid Cu

ime of Asoka

the Second

diffus-

GilRit Hangs 3. Nalinaksha

(Bibliotheca Ind o-Buddhica Nos

tions, Delhi 1984. Rs.l.oaO.

In May 1931 a gioup of boys wz

of Gilgit in KashmiT uncovere<

13-19, 22-24), Sri Satgu

but it

stupa,

likely to have be

irhaps libri

] in the vicinity

old stone-built

ecise find-Spot,

: an old Buddhist

Further digging

ttructure containing

birchbark and paper.

by local villagers laid bare a clrcul

a box full of Sanskrit manuscripts written

excavation" was halted, and the Wazir of Gilgit took possession

of the manuscripts

.

By chance Aurel Stein passed through Gilgit on his return

from Chinese Turkestan in June 1931, and was able to inspect

the site and the relics recovered by the villagers. He made

the news of the discovery known to the wotld by reports in the

Indian press in July and riie Times In September. A brief report

on the find was published in JRAS (October 1931) and was reprinted

in The Indian Antiquum (March 1932). This included information

about the materials of the manuscripts, their scripts and their

probable dates. The French Citroen Mission {to Afghanistan)

under J. Hackin visited the site very soon after Stein, and ob-

tained photographs of some manuscripts and a few fragments which

S. Levi edited In J A 1932 (pp. 1-4 5), together with some folios

sent to him by Stein. Other folios were sent by Stein to England.

despite the early realisation of the value of the find , and

the extensive publicity afforded to the discovery, little was

done in the years immediately following, Calcutta University

aent H. Dutt to Kashmir to examine the manuscripts, but he report-

ed that the majority were still at Gilgit, and he had to be con-

tent with examining five which had been sent to Srinagar . He

published details about these and summaries or transliterations

In the Indian Historical puart<?r-i y in 1932, 1933 and 1936. Lack

of information about the other texts included in the find meant

that no use could be made of them, and Dutt' s edition of the

Pancavimsatlsahasrika Prajnaparamita (1934) made no reference

to the Gilgit manuscript of that text (despite Da5 Gupta's state-

ment to the contrary [see below]). Nor did Regamey refer to

the Gilgit manuscript of the Samadhira jasut r.a in his edition

of three chapters of that text irt 1938.

The Wazir of Gilgi

ere they remained for

(it Records Office.

Kashmir in 1938 led

i an expedition was

the manuscripts to Srinagar, and

six or seven years locked up In the Govern-

It seems that a change of Prime Minister

to a renewed interest in the manuscripts,
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by M.S. Kaul Shastri in th

At about the same

which had been fou

volume of digit m

and Shivnath Sharn

Ym , t

edit

published

~1 (1939).

manuscripts

and in 1939 he published the first

with the aid of D.M. Bhattacharya

lume contained a number of MahaySna

t ,. : !iltlsJ ,..,!Ao ......... ttHihHlb., Hayagrlvavidya {th...

L texts had 'already beer published by D»t in HQ (1MO. Srlma-

... iiK.^aiiuMaliiTaiia { ed . D.M-
hilnlnlkanu <«d. ».<=• »»«i'>- * 1 '"""

? " ° ',„,„
... 'and tarv«t.lHf»tMW.«liSD«-.«tr»ilo».M-l»d«l»y«-

!; ::,.„.:.,-..... M t„. »,-... >»'«•< >°«> i°«°d"-

h „, Th . d . SC D Ve rv of the manusci lpts

.

tioi. giving intorxtlon about th« di.cov. y

. oriel U.t.r, of .uddhls. 1» U.tai.. •»« '-»""'»
t.,t. It „.t.i~«. Vol... II .PP..r.d 1« «»»• P«» '" » •

,,53 ,„a 1151. It confined the luHUliI«lt». •» «•

6 pott It. t». .« .< Sa»„.th ».,-. vol... HI. c-t.1.!™

the Vin.,» of th. «51. 8.r,I.tiv.dlns. .,p....a 1» ««« «•«

1. 1,47 1»« 1»«3 -»d 1950- 0„c. ...in Dutt ... aided hy »h.r.a

.nd for f" «• W »•"• »h»"« h"" * 150 -

Vo1"" " "" '

llsh.d in 1955. It contained foot Malayan. W" M.h.s.nnlpata-

„rh.U,,.-dh,r.„I->..ra, V.lr.och.di,. ...ffirir.l... lr»-

- " -.,..„, ...knTvana-nirdesa-nama-raahayana-autra
buddha-baladhana-pratibatya-viiurvana

,„d th. A„. ».itr„. Vyi.ar.na. The l..t-n»..d ... «d b

P.C. h.ju.d.r. One. «.i. «... .« «"»< '" "' '
dltl°°

the first three texts by Sharma.

~t the situation in Kashmir, the raanu-

Meanwhile. because ot the situau

script. »hlch -or. preserved in th. Silnas" «"•«» «•"

„ ... D.1.1 I" I"' '" "" "=!""»• "" "'" '""' " ""

National Archive, there. ......a 1»59 and 1974 a fa.sl.il. .dl-

tlon .1 the -.nascript. -a. published In the S.ta-Pit.k. Ml«

(Vol.10. 1-10) to «• Vi.a and Lok.ah Chandra. The »'»'"

,u,li,y o£ the photographs, .««.«. ... »°t »1««- °
E

' "8»

standard and, eith.r by in.dvert.no. or ....... they had be.

f th, folios used by Dutt in his editions were not

lost, some of the tonos ««" UJ

included, while others were given

placed.

It Uld finds by the 193a xpedit

Singh Mus

taken to Delhi in 1947, but remain

Hiniiber was able in 1976 to inspei

two manuscripts of the Sarighat asut ra

1938, supplementing other manuscrip

d in Srinagar, for Oskar

: and photograph portions

which had been discovered

s of this text which had

been found in 1931 and edited in an unpublished Cambridge Ph.D

dissertation by R.A. Ounatilaka. At the same time Professor

von Hlnubei discovered in the museum a palmleaf manuscript which

had not been included in the report of the 19 36 expedition, al-

though presumably discovered at the same time. This proved,

on investigation, to be a portion of the Saddharmapundar Ikasut fa

,

and his transliteration of this manuscript, with facsimile repro-

duction, was published by the Reiyukal Library (Tokyo 1982).

Besides the feu folios .which were sent to London and Paris

by Stein, and a folio which was shown to Dutt in Bombay, other

folios too became separated from the main body of the Gilgit

manuscripts

.

when scholars began to examine them, it became

clear that a number of texts were incomplete, while the folios

which remained were in a jumbled state. This, and the total

absence of the painted boards which were used to protect the

manuscripts, showed that between the discovery of the manuscripts

and their handing over to the Wazir a considerable amount of

material had gone astray. It is possible that the fragments

which Hackin sent to Levi were obtained from some unauthorised

source. In more recent years a number of the missing folios

have come to light. Certain, fragments of folios were sent to

the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute in 1940 for investiga tion,

and in the Annals f the Institute for 1969 P.V. Bapat announced

that these fragments were part of the Vinaya of the Mulasarvasti-

vadins. With a substantial number of other folios, they belonged

to an army officer in Lahore , from whom they were purchased by

G. Tucci on behalf of the Government of Pakistan, which entrusted

them to him in 1956 for publication. The portions of the Vinaya,

which proved to complement the folios published by Dut t , were

edited by R. Gnoli in 1977-78, while other folios, containing

sections of a PraJ naparamita text, have been edited by E. Conze .

Another section of the Gilgit manuscripts, comprising 34 folios,

was bought by the Scindia Oriental Institute in Ujjain, while

a fragment is to be found in Poona . Four folios of the Saddharma-

pundarikasUtra, which from their appearance may well have come
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Gilgit (although information is available about the

provenance), were found in the Nepal National Bill Library, *l

were published by Zulrya Hakamura in 1970.

The publication of the Gilgir

his associates aroused great i

their removal to Delhi and th

facsimile edition made it pos:

world to study these texts . A.;

of them have now been edited and published. They include £raB-

pts series by Dutt and

.ji the manuscripts, and

ent publication of the

scholars all over the

;, a considerable number

ments of the Fr;

and examples of

dana, to which

itlmoksa, various Karmavakya or Karmavaeana tents.

AvadSna literature, including the Visvantarava-

a brief statement about the history of the Gilgit

.... „ prefixed by the editor K. Das Gupta. There are

also several portions of the Saddharmapunda

been published by S. Uatanabe and H. Toda

.

It has become a major task fox those v

to disentangle the often confllc

able and to keep track o£ the edj

That task has been eased as a r

of detective work carried out b'_

lished a short monograph entitl*

Handschriften- (»-h-^'- *" **•*«*• der

GScting-en, 1979, Nr.12), in which he set out

whereabouts of every portion of the Gilgit

to him at that tine, together with informal

which have been published. Two supplements (in ZDMG 130 [1980],

Z5.-26* and 131 [1981], »*-Ll«) gavfc further information, and

clearly continual updating will be requited. An edition of a

kandha by 3, Dletz has now appeared [5d.:

which have

rking in this field

B information which is avail

-

jns which have been published.

It of a very Intricate piece

on Hinijber , who in 19 79 pub-

•Die Erforschung der Gilgit-

nt of the Dha

s o o w], and ed their inte:

rks.ItiM varil

of the Gilgit manuscripts lies

onlj Buddhist Sanskrit manusci

akalpa, found in India proper,

known to us comi.g from Nepal, Tibet or Central As

therefore, almost justified in writing (Gilgit nanus,

that these ate "the only Buddh-'

The manuscripts are all writ

The imporl

that they an

for the Haiiju

inuscripts I, pii)

scoveredin India",

birchbark, except

for the one on palmleaf mentioned above, and are dated from their

scripts variously between the fourth and sixth centuries although

opinions differ about the precise dates. Host of the texts in

the finds were previously known only in Chinese or Tibetan trans-

lations.

The four volumes (in nine parts) of Dutt's Gilgit Manuscripts

have long been out of print , and have only been obtainable se-

condhand at greatly inflated prices. Thanks are due to Sri Sat-

guru Publications for making them available again in a well-

bound and well -printed form. The size of the printed page has

been slightly reduced, with narrower margins and thinner paper

than the first edition. In a uniform binding, in place of the

varying bindings of the earlier publications, the result is a

neat and attractive format. Criticism was rightly levelled a-

gainst Dutt's editions as being made with insufficient care,

so chat use could be made of them only with extreme caution.

There was, for example, little information about doubtful or

illegible aKsaras, although it was usually made clear which por-

tions were conjectures based upon Tibetan and other versions.

Now that the facsimile edition is available as a check upon Dutt's

readings, it is possible to use his editions more confidently.

They appeared too late for Edgerton to make much use of them

for his Dictionary and Grammar of Buddhist. Hybrid £ansRrit„ so

there is a need for an analysis of their vocabulary and grammar,

and also for a translation of those works which have not yet

been rendered into English. It is to be hoped that the publica-

tion of this reprint edition will increase interest in these

very important texts and will inspire scholars to undertake these

tasks

.

Jt.R. Norman

Fragment ' pli a: skandha Ein Abhidtiari

aus Gilgit . Ed. Siglinde Dietz. Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wis-

senschaften m Gottingsa, Phil. -hist. Klasse, J.Folge, 142. Vanden-

hoeck & Ruprecht, Gottingen 1984. lLHpp, 14 plates, DM 64.

In his Buddhist Sects in India (Calcutta 1970) Nalinaksha Dutt had
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remarked (p. 156) tfc» i» th. colophon of the Chines, translation

of Cne Dhar.askandha (Dhsk) this C«t «^ described as the most

Important of Abhidharma works, and the fountain-head of the Sar-

vastivida system". Dutt suggests that the Dhsk "appealed to

C1» Chinese not for its nlftUt, «d depth of philosophical dis-

cussions as for it, comprehensiveness outlining the general course

of spiritual training Pressed l« - ^ddhist .onk. This «i

can also be paralleled to the Visuddhimflgga of Buddhaghosa liWfl*

Comparing the Dhsk to the Visuddhimagga -
however, does not wen

E Frauwallner , on the other hand, has drawn

rtttnUW M rt. remarkable and undeniable fact that the Dl.sk,

delpit." the different treatment of topics, closely coincides

with the Vibhanga of the Abhidhamma-pltaka of the Pali tradition

(e, 'Abhidhamma-Studien, U. Die kanonischen Abhldharma-Uerke

WZKSO 8, 1964). Also in U. Entstehung der buddhistlschen System

(NAWQ Ho. 6, Gbttingen 1971), Frauwallner underlines the importance

of Abhidharma works ushering in, with first attests at systeml-

zatior. a new phase in the teaching tradition of B.ddhlsm in

the third century B.C. The Vibhanga. which Frauwallner considers

one of the oldest Abhidhamma works (ibid.. 115(5)). and its Sans-

krit parallel, the Dhsk, can be regarded as deriving from a common

nucleus of both the Sinhalese Fall and the north-western Sarva

3tiU ad3 traditions dacins o-k to the time before the Asokan

missions started about the middle of the third cenntury B.C.

(cf ibid., 120(8)). In view of the great significance of t ese

wo texts, we are now very fortunate that Dr Diet, has made ac-

cessible the by no means scanty foments of the Dhsk from ClUlt^

In her prefatory remarks she states that the present

of the Dh»k is based on a fragmentary MS deposited in the library

of the Scindia Oriental Museum in Uijain. ilth-rw, °nly

^

was accessible published by Sudha Sengupta in her "Fragments

fro. Buddhist Texts" (see ..<dHi.t 3^*** U *.«-
.
«4 • * ^de-

ya, Delhi 1975, pp. 137-83). For her critical edition Diet, uti-

lized pnotos aftd diapositives kept in Gottingen and Berlin w-

spectivelv. Moreover, it was possible for her to consult the

original MS in the library of the Scindia Museum.

The book under review is divided into seven parts
.
descrip-

tion of the MS; on the Dhsk; the text of the fragments; concor-

MS folloe/Sengupta edition/Chines

t.ions found in the Dhsk fragments;

;rpi5i list of abbreviations with

and 7 can he regarded as an int roc

slation; 111

graphical not.

of MS

On p. '* we are informed that the Gilgit MS written on birch-

bark contains thirty four folios pertaining to three different

texts : nineteen folios of the first text Ji kido Takasaki had

already identified in 1965 as Dhsk fragments; the second portion

Of nine folios was identified by Chandrabha] Tripathi as belong-

ing to the Ekottaragama, and the third comprising six Fol i os

Dietz and Kar.un.obu Matsuda identified as being fragments of the

Lokaprajnapti. Dietz 'a edition of the remains of Lhis latter

text will appear before long.

That the editress has studied the Dhsk fragments with all

due care and competence is evidenced by her introductory parts .

She deals meticulously with the script of the MS, with the state

of preservation of the folios, orthographic peculiarities, peculi-

arities of sandhi, grammatical forms in Hybrid Sanskrit (with

valuable material supplemental to Edgerton's Hybrid Sanskrit (Tram-

mar), punctuation and usage of words. In part 2, on the Dhsk,

Dietz refers to the Chinese translation of the text, which is

the only version in which this Abhidharma work is preserved in

its entirety. She also quotes Frauwal Ifier ' s list (cf. the first

of Fr a uwa liner's writings mentioned above, pp. 7 3-4) giving the

topics treated in each of the twenty-one chapters of the Dhsk.

In a footnote on p. 16, Dietz states Fra uwal lne r
' s viewpoint that

the Samgltiparyaya is the oldest Abhidharma work of the Sarvasti

-

vadins. She indicates that the latter text must certainly be

younger than the Dhsk; for it is in the Samgltiparyaya that

thirty-three quotations from the Dhsk occur. See, on the other

hand, J.U. de Jong's review of V. Stache-Rosen ' s Das Sahgltlsat rs

a ad sein Komaien tit J" Bahgltiparyaua in which he refers to Japanese

authorities on the anteriority as well as posteriority of the

Dhsk. Vis-a-vis the Saflglt iparylya (cf. OrieJitaliscUe liteiatur^ei-

tung 69, 1/2, 1974, p. 81, and G. Schopen, ed. Buddhist Studies by

J.W. de Jong, Berkeley 1979, p. 276).

Diets concludes her introductory parts by discussing the
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Sanskrit,

with that

MS from <

Th;

in Ch

entente of the ft

hugh a comparison

he Chinese vers:

corresponds to ,

le Gilgit remains comprl

f succession differing,

, dealing With a) praclt

eserved in the o

snath of the MS

.bja

th

she has calculated that the

17.7% of the complete text

:tfi of three chapters

; r, from that of the

tpada , b) siJtsapadani

,,„,.,,,,., ... ..,:,:...._ - number of technical

instruction and psychic facts pertaining to

,,..<• .„ = defined, and frequent explanations are given

- rto fr„, sutcas or vyakaranas. Apart
help of quotations from sutcas

3llgtt MS ie«iM, * few quotations iron the Dhsk are

l.ter Sanskrit treatises. These Dietz ha B also cited

notations found in the Abhidharmakosafahasya (hereafter

.i -f-TonrPt to the Pradhan ed . ) .
one In

reviated Bhasya, all references to tne

-, .. - i hi.r« uvakhva Woaihaxa ed . )
ana

Abhid har ma kosavyakhya (abbrev. Vyakhya, w 8

in the Abhidharmadlpa

.

- -i nf the edition of the Dhsk
A good many footnotes in part 3 of the

* ,„». tntlll problems and interpretation ,
providing

laments treat i-exim-ii' 1
_-#„ i

ri^r.*.' en.endn.ents or complements that are always careful-

the basis of the

cs appended German

responding Chi

Sanskrit and Pali

On p. 22 is c:

the Vyakhya. The

at Vyakhya 338,

the Dhsk quotatic

Diet

al «ith tnetri

from t

>.23,

n the

second

1*4, 17-18 (185

the impossibility

iddition,

1 parallels found in

al problems,

he Dhsk occurring in

from the same source

Th closely

appearing

line LB, yatfci tati

the Bhasya (Fradh

quotation. That t

ponding passage ir

of two Cakravarti

cedes, in analogou

.sly- The la

agat.
both edit

ed by

of

Ps l L a i 1 e

„nd Dwarlkadasjhave marked

, is not correct is borne out by the corres-

he Chinese Dhsk, in which the impossibility

simultaneous appearance in the world pre-

pording, that of the two TathSgatas (in the

vice versa) Ccf . Taisho (T) 1537, p.502bll-

:h."im»k, « actually have a quotation from the

BahudhatukasOtra (cf. the Pa allel

preserved in the Chinese Madhyara5gaivia (T 26, pp . 7? :ic28-724a2 ) .

The Chinese text in the Madhyaraagaraa genera] ly tallies With the

Dhsk passage apart from minor differences in wording. The addi-

tional Vyakhya quotation from the Bahudtiatukastit ra. though not

given in full against Bhasya (84, 17-18, runs ; ast.hSaam anavak&so

nau) loka uzpafaegStZto tti.

On pp. 73-4 (17v5-v6) the Sanskrit text provides a definition

a su"cra quotation; she names all Pali parallels and a Chinese

equivalent from the Mahinaraasu t ra in the Samyuktagama . She also

Cites the quotation from the Hahanamasut ra as it occurs at Bhasya

215, 2-U and which, accompanied by comments and abridged, is

quoted again at Vyakhyi 376. 9, 10, 31-32. She seems to consider

different the two quotations as found In the Dhsk and Bhasya,'Vya-

khya respectively. The quotation in the Rhasya differs, as she

observes, from the Dhsk citation in three points: a) Kahanama

tan utpadatjati , and c) for upJEJ^ the Bhasya reads upavasaka . A.

Hirak-aua, however, regards up<ii/3sa>:,j as a faulty reading at Bhasya

215.3, i, 1? that should be corrected to wpt^aka {Index to the

AbhLUh^rmjkos^bhaeija, Part 1, p . A 3 1 J which is confirmed by Bhasya

zo eittam utpaJayati in the Dhsk quotation, we have to take into

consideration the fact that textual discrepancies in quotations

from the Agamas or, e.g. the Udanavai ga/Dharmapada are due t<=

varying recensions and linguistic preferences pertaining tn the

various Hinayana schools. Thus, while the name Gilgit is associ-

ated with the Mulasarvastiuada, a large number of Bhasya /Vyakhya

quotations from 'canonical' scriptures are attributable to both

the Hulasarvastivldln and Sarvastivadln traditions. To clarify

this point , one more important citation found in the Dhsk must

be mentioned.

35, 6 (Dhsk 6r5-r7) of

inidanasiitra occurring on p. 34, 18-

's edition is of considerable rele-

vance. There are several parallels to it explaining the meaning

of fi jnanaprati/ayam raamarupam, two of which are cited in footnote

69 (D II 62,38 - 63,17; MadhK (Prasannapada) 552). Another paral-
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lei, though a rather short one, is given at Bhasya 131, 14 (III.

20) which again is quoted at greater length at Vyakhya 669, 1-

6. Although both the Dhsk and Vyakhya quotations derive from

the same source, the textual divergencies are substantial (e.g.

Dhsk : vijnanam ced ananas ma tub, kuksau navakkramisxjad . , . against

Vyakhya : vijnanam ced an and a. matuh kuksim navakramed . . . ) . In the

Chinese Agama collections we find two parallels related to the

passage under discussion, in the Dirghagama of the Dharmaguptaka

school and in the Madhyamagama generally attributed to the Sarva-

stivadin tradition (cf. T 1, p. 61b and T 26, p. 579c). The Dharma-

guptaka version of our passage is shorter than and differs from

both the Pali and Sanskrit recensions. On the other hand, the

Chinese Madhyamagama version agrees with the Vyakhya citation

quite closely (details cannot be discussed here). For this rea-

son, it seems plausible to conclude that the Bhasya/Vyakhya cita-

tion belongs to the Sarvastivadin tradition, whereas the Dhsk

quotation has to be set apart as a Mula sarvastivadin recension.

In other places, however, with many quotations found in the Bhas-

ya and its commentary as handed down to us, it is often extremely

difficult to draw the dividing line between Sarvastivadin and

Mulasarva stivadin recensions.

Pp. 20. 34-35, 41; 57, footnote 214; 59, footnote 217 : slla-

vrataparamarsa
, " Sich-Anklammer n an [falsche] Sittengebote und

Observanzen" (clinging to [wrong] moral precepts and observances).

By adding "wrong" in brackets, Dietz interprets the explanation

of this term in Dhsk in the light of the definition at Dhammasan-

gani 1005 (the same is given in the Vibhahga) with reference

to the wrong (kummaggo
t
micchapatho) moral precepts and observan-

ces of non-Buddhist practitioners (bahiddha sa.m3.nahrahmanana.rn).

Any worldling, however, whether a professing Buddhist or not,

who practises meditation correctly according to the relevant

discourses found in the Tripitaka, will have to be freed from

the three "fetters", one of them being sil avrataparamarsa
f

in or-

der to realize "entrance into the stream" (srotaapatti). At Sammo-

havinodani ( Vibhahga-Atthakatha ) 182, reference is made (pathamam

desitam) to the "outer meaning" (lit. olarika) of si 1 abba tupadana .

Then the "inner meaning" (ante) is stated : sukhumatta ants atita-

vadupadanam ti ayam etesarn desanakkamo
; and a few lines above, it

says : a 1 1 a g a h a pu b b a n g a k o sa ssatucchedabh in ivcso / tato " sassatc
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a yam atta" ti ganhato attav isuddhat Cham siiabbatupadananam . At

Bhasya 282, 18-21, we find a similar explanation in a citation

from the Jhanapr asthana in which first, as it were, the "outer

meaning" of sllavrataparamarsa is set forth in wording partly

resembling that of the Dhsk quotation (cf. pp. 57-8, 12vl0-13r2).

But the last sentence (Bhasya 282, 21), according to La Vallee

Poussin's translation, runs : "Toutes ces manieres de considerer

comme cause ce qui n'est pas vraiment cause, 11 faut savoir que

e'est sllavrataparamarsa, qui est a abandonner par la vue de

la verite de la douleur" (Abhid-k, V 20). Here sllavrataparamarsa

is equated with a misapprehension of causality due to the erro-

neous views of permanence and personality (Abhid-k V, 8) (accord-

ing to the Pali tradition, to be abandoned by various types of

insight-knowledge such as paccaya pariggaha nana). The explana-

tion of the Sammohavinodani implies that clinging to "correct"

moral precepts and observances has also to be understood as a

manifestation of one of the subtler forms of ego-grasping to

be given up. He who has realized "stream-entry 11 and is endowed

with the "Noble Silas" (D III 227) must, of course, continue

observing "correct" moral precepts and observances (one meaning

of vrata is "[meaningful] course of conduct" or "practice"),

yet without clinging to them, i.e. rid of the "fetter of believ-

ing in a real personality".

Misprints in Siglinde Dietz's work appear to be few. Hers

is an excellent piece of philological work which, it is hoped,

will be accorded due recognition and appreciation.

Bhikkhu Pa.sa.dika

Addenda and Corrigenda

to S. Dietz, Fragment e aes Dharm as kandh

a

This list of corrections and additions contains suggestions by

Prof . Dr. Lambert Schmithausen (Hamburg) and Fumio Enomoto (Kyo-

to), as well as my own observations.

Siglinde Dietz

Page Line Instead of

9 4 Birkenhandschrif

t

9 n.1,1.7 Kazunohu M a t u d a

Read

Birkenrindenhandschrift

Kazunobu Ha t s u d a



Ins tad of

avidigato

caveksivims

pravlcayaya ( |

)

tlvrapramadas

pravlcayaya ( |

)

' tlvatlvrapramada

pravlcayaya (D
bhavati (|) tathl.

bhavati C|) tathagatah (|) na bhavati tathag

param maranad < |

>

mictiya-

yavan na iva

Read

avidyagato

pravlcayaya

tlviaprasidis

pravlcayaya

'tl-vatlvraprasldas

pravlcayaya

CD bhavati tathagatah

ralthya

drstayo (|)

prajnapayeta

vlharatK |)

.3 SN III

pryo-

,,1 keine Fali-

_ a yo
224a

prajnapayeta

n.224a= Lies: prajnS

SN V

prayo-

kri keln

sanayatu

rjukrtva

add: Vgl.die Pali-Parallele

in Sn 937:

.mantam asaffl loko , disa sabba 3amerita,

:cham bhavanam attano naddasasiio anositam,

samayatl

rju krtva

add: (ParaLlele im Suttani-

ThP Philosophy »f Hagar.nuna.

J das, Hew Delhi 1981. 174 pp.

Vicen

edlto

various posts in Argentina as a ""^ K

specialising in philosophy and the history

interest in Indian philosophy, particularly

Buddhism, lasted for many

this book <fl Su<)isino Nihiii

is unfortunate that it ha

English translation cf his

the intervening period has seen a c

larly study of the Hadhyamaka school

tion and understanding of the trad)

more sophisticated. Professor Fa>

entirely on tranglations by Wall

de La Vallee Pousain and Tucci , g

during the first half of this cer.

) was first published in 1941. It

aken forty years for the present

rk on Nagarjuna to appear, since

i r.

al

his

urine which time apprecia-

n has deepened and become

:'s book relies (almost?)

7, Schayer, Stcherba tsky

,

t scholars who flourished

y. Only in his Prologue

Second Edition does he note the existence of Murti's Cen-

iiosoptig and the first volume of Lamotte's rraice. Few of

rces date from later than the early 1930s.

its in some detail.Fatone's book expounds Madhyamaka arguments in son

usually through expansion of the relevant sections in. the Madhya-

raakakarika and "Vlgrahavyavartanl . He treats Malnyamaka sympathet-

ically, in a flowing style which sometimes makes it difficult

to tell whether it is Nagarjuna, some other Hadhyamika or Bud-

dhist Scholar, or sometimes one of Nagarjuna' s opponents who

Is arguing. He frequently fails to give adequate textual referen-

ces for his assertions, and where he does the reader is not helped

by the fact that numbers do not always tally with footnotes!

Fatone places the Hadhyamaka squarely in the context of Abhidhar-

ma philosophy, and occasionally makes references to Hindu and

Western systems (particularly interesting in the latter context

is the parallel argument against atoms in Buddhism and in Pascal

(p.l60)>. Notwithstanding his limited sources, dated from our

contemporary perspective, the author has clearly read widely

among those sources, contemplated and generally, I think, under-

stood them reasonably well (in spite of his modest claim that

'we do not pretend to have always interpreted the thought with

accuracy' (p. 1> . He sees the Madhyamaka as having extended the

application of the Buddha's original unanswered points (avyaftrta-

vastUfli) to all judgements (p. 21), 'instead of building a system

h-e (Nagarjuna) opted for an attitude, the suspension of judgement'

(p. 144; italics in the original). Nagar j una ' s 'absence of inher-

ent existence (nihsvabhav ata ) is taken by Fatone as equalling ul-

timately nonexistence, that is, rcalJtj nonexistence. Conventional
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e in particular, I think, much
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ntil Fatone wrote this book

nihilist. . . (But). .. he (Na-

f one single substance which

. Haw, this is all quite

he 'nihilist' interpretation

he is fully aware that he was n

.on of 'one single substance 1 is

11, opposed by Fatone (p.l**). Unfortunately, he

n his Prologue he states that 'we (

on... that nothing exists except

(pp.1-?). But it is cl«

The dust-jacket tells US tU

It was thought that Nagarjuna w;

gaTJuiia) believes in the exists

is the world sub specie aeternit-

absurd ! Fatone certainly oppo

of Nagarjuna

to do so. T

of misprint

the interp

e first

IS hati-

V LCtim

e wit

singl

if th

k tlut this is not »l.t Fato.e holds, .id therefore the text

Whoeve
should presumably read 'we do not agree

nly read the Prologue (or perhaps he

h a

dust-jacket .

t.d by a visitation. The jacket also says that Fatone die -

1962. in spite of the fact that the Prologue to the Se. ,n,i
,
n

is dated 1968!)- On p. 19

be born again of the rids

told that an Arhat 'shall

on p. 95, 'the nega-A*

ly a Judi

le

8

on the Spa Us

au se vo'.u ta ry

tlon Of his thesis does make any sense*. Fresumab

'not' should be added in both cases. Sometimes

whether wc have misprints, unskilled translation fn

or mistakes by Fatone himself. Thus :

p. 16 - in the first jhsna 'objects do not c

phenomena' - 'volitional' better'/

p. A3 - MadhyamakakSrika 1:1 - 'Nothing is born by itself

- should read 'from itself.

p. 95 - 'Thus begins the criticism of the antagonist— '

This is ambiguous in English. It should read "by the an-

p. 1 17 - 'There is no

does not absolutely exi

tely does not exist'

.

It is unclear to me whethe:

He almost invariably refers to w

there is at least one apparent

a translation from Candraklrti ' s

egation possible of that which

f - read 'of that which absolu-

Fatone reads Sanskrit or not.

11-known translations. However,

ixceptlon. On p. 16 1, he offers

Prasannapada on 15:2 which dif-

fers from the translation by Schayer to

The reference is to Louis de I.a Vallee Pous

Unfortunately it is mistranslated, and it

s Sanskrit edition,

appears to be miss-

ing a 'not' ('which doe* after having not existed').

It is the job of a reviewer to be critical, and this book

has e one definite faults (in part those of Fa tone's sources and

publishers). In spite of these limitations, however , I rather

liked the book. Our author shows enthusiasm for his subject,

and by and large refrains from superimposing on the Madhyamaka

his own preconceived ideas of what it is all about. He tries

as far as possible to expound the texts and let them speak for

themselves. It is good that Fatone places the material in its

philosophical (although unfortunately not in its religious and

anthropological} context. The book certainly says nothing very

new, although it may have been worth saying at the time and in

the context in which Fatone wrote it. As it is, with mind fulness

of its limitations, this Is nevertheless still a useful introduc-

tion to hadhyaraaka philosophy.

(Dept. of Theology and Religious

Studies, University of Bristol)
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DleBuddh i h t i ;; Brief lit era tur Tndiet

ibetischen Tanjur herausgege

lsche Forschungen, Band 64).

XV * 590 pp. DM 220.

: 111

.agar juna r.o:itl

The le in. thi ain do

In the Buddhist literature

which seems to have been popu

century A.C The Tibetan Tanjur contains thirteen letters, n

of which are edited and translated by Dr Diet*. She has omitted

Kagirjuna's Suhrllekha, Candragomin s Sisyalekha and Hatrceta ,

^harajakaniskalekha, -Mch have already bee. edited and transla-

ted. Diets intends to publish the text and translation of PadP*-

vajra's Prajnalekha in a future publication.

trinal, moral and poll-

jssed to lay followers

d are mainly concerned with instructing them in correct moral

behaviour. Two of the letters in this volume .ere probably writ-

ten in Tibetan ; Buddhaguhya' s and Rosa's letters to the

Lord of Tibet and hi, objects. Buddhaguhya is a well-known

Tantric scholar. He was invited to Tibet by King Kbri srof. Ide

btsan who reigned from 755 to 797. In hi, letter he give- -me

interesting information on the jealosy of the «*««««.

an d the introduction of Buddhis. into Tibet. The author of the

second letter, Sba Dpa 1 dbyans (Brit*...), "as one of the first

seven Tibetans ordained in 779 by Santaraksita in the monastery

Bsam yas. Ir. his letter Sba Dpal dbyahs addressed himself to

j i. ~, ~r m the ministers in chapter n.2
the king in the second chapter, to tne

and to the ecclesiastics in chapter 4.3. Other chapters .re

addressed to all Tibetans. A.ong the authors of the other l.t-

al.o find >0-e vell-lnom scholars such a. Jlt.ri, who

"v.d in the seed ..It of the tenth center, and the beglnnln.

of the eleventh. hi. cltt.r.,n.vU.dh...k..»leU» is addressed

to . kin, »ho is no, identified. Hi. fa.ocs pupil AtU.
,

-hose

m. and activities are well-known thanks to the studies publl.n-

** i-hp author of a letter
ed b, Bel.ut El.er in recent years. 1. the

entitled »i.al,t.tn.lekh„ addr.s.ed to Ki-S Hi.y.p.l.. a Pal-

ki„g k„„.n in the ...... tradiricn „d.X the .... .««•!-

K...1..H.. fe author of the M.dhy..»k.loX. ,
the I,t,v....,r.ha-

pa-nilk. and other philosophical work., vrote the DUr.kh,v,S...nir-

desa for a Tibetan called Iho :

whom nothing is known. Kamalasll

tlon of King Khri sron lde btsan.

ter to his son 'Futra iekha
'

, is 1

vada texts and lived in the ele

mo Tshans p'ai dbyaiis about

came to Tibet at the invita-

Sajjana, the author of a let-

mn as a translator uf Vijriana-

:nth century. MUrayogin, who

sojourned for eighteen, months in Tibet around the year 1200,

addressed a letter , entitled Candrarl jalekha , to a King Carldra,

probably a king of Varanasi. A letter addressed to a monk, Rab

gsal gzon nu, is attributed to the Bodhiaattva Avaloki tesvar a

.

Another letter, the Gurulekha, is written by a monk, Dgon pa

pa , who is perhaps identical with a Dgon pa pa from Kasmlr who

lived in the eleventh century.

In the first part of her work Dietz carefully examines the

letters one by one and discusses the identity of the author of

each, the addressee , its occasion and purpose, the nature of

its contents, the date of writing, and the sources used by the

author. In a special chapter she studies the characteristics

of the lekha as a literary genre and also analyses the parikatlias

and nirdesas which are included in the same section of the Tanjur.

The main part of her work contains the edition of the Tibetan

text of the letters, on the basis of four Tanjur editions, and

an annotated translation. The notes discuss difficult expres-

sions and reproduce the sources quoted in the letters. Extremely

useful are the detailed indices : an Index of quotations, a 11 SL

of German translations of Buddhist terms, lists of Sanskrit terms,

Tibetan words, Indian names and Tibetan names. The bibliography

cupi. le' twenty-three pages.

is a major contribution to both Buddht.it

She has taken great pains to Identify th«

ermine the meaning of words and expression*.

Dr Dietz' 9 woi

and Tibetan studie:

quotations and to (

Most o£ the letters are written in verse and it is not always

easy to translate Tibetan versions of Sanskrit verses In th*

absence of the original text. Even more difficult to translate

are the letters written directly in Tibetan, because the Tibetan

language of that period is not very well known. Further study

of these letters will certainly lead to different interpretations

in several places. It will also be necessary to try to trace

the sources used by the authors which have not been identified

by Dietz. For instance, in verses 4 and 5 of chapter 4 of the
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Gu.ul.kh.. the HtkOI ."..•«• M«J-««' .J—J™ »' '"«

i.puritle. («1.««>. These synonyms at. ll.t.d in the .«« or «

1„ the UMl..r..»»=<V> <•<• >• P"d ""°' S'"""1""" lS5 °-

p. 44, 15-18). Pradh.n's text —t" 0«W t«nt,-th«. Itt..

but .. pointed out by Ualpola Rahula 11 his translation, ou«

,u.t add »»i»i»i «lt.t p.rldiai (M ««p.ndiu» « 1" «»p.r-d«-

„,!.. , P»iJo.op»le, ,AMMMr..»..~.ll.) .'•.-.•. ««« I"'. >"

71 not. 3). Vory similar to thl. U.t i. the on. found ln the

MU.W <ed. v. Bh.tt.ch.rya. Calcutta 1«7, ».1««-I).

Vlth the help Of Lb... «. US" It t. .»""• " «"'" ""

edition of the Tlh.t.n text and the K.-l.ti... "» t"« »««

., th, letter by «.10,l».v.r. contain. MV.r.l difficult!...

*,.loklt.Sv.r. ».lt.. that the .., which .11 ..nl. h.v. «...

1, 'inula difficult to understand and beyond the domain ot

„ rd .' tt'.U'. Ut.rpi.t.ti.01 of .1.1. Une 1. dlff.t.nt
,
'dl-

... W.8 nlcht Bereich .ubtll.r end «!» " begretfender

Vforte l.f. m= «> difficulty 1. In tb. third line
:

*>!<*'

tsarc rtPS P«. »»" «•» «»"» **'* """" trJ °'' "* ° lE" "** '"

thl. Une an allusion to the philosophy of Man... and translate.

. •„.„ [.an ihn dlr 1 .It der Kr.ft .1... .l.«r.lcl..n IBuddh.l

«UI« nachde. u> lh- .ltt.l. <.. WW... von Vorst.llung

„ur .Men up.kt b.l»=l.«t .at'' Probably ,h„o,. ».» render,

Wk.lt «li..«r. '• ..,< indic.tlon' . «« «« « * »"-
phic.l tec- for attributing reality to ....thing -Lien is not

r.,1. H.r. It .u.t ba.e . -or. ,.n«.l —"!».. .«« '« «

i„, gln.'. The author S-y. that he explain. Lb. wa,

h.l, of tb. Una after bavins U.,1... having understood ,
-t

Indication of its real ..anina. In Clt tar.tna.lsoo n.

- .„frp««lu[lv nractlse compassion
4.3.3, it is said that one must successively pract

(sKin rje), joy <d?a' »«) and equanimity <fce«A •Sort*). These

£.t. (n,iT infinitudes (apramana )

.

the second, third and fourth o£ tb. four Infinitudes r

The first 1. kindness <b»... I') =»« tb. text expl.tn. that

l.pos.lbl. for co.p.S.l.n to act If one ha. not first paid atten-

tion to kind.... i ... »«• '• »" " " '»" *"'
„ la •fug .... This c...... ».. »"" .l.und.r.t.»a " Dle"
'

cf . ,..„,, Another p...... -bldb can be Interpreted different-

ly i. sir.sa.Br.h.l.kh. 4.3.15. »h.re the text ..J. that on.

,„.t listen to ....body »hO h.8 .edified a llttl. even

1. not learned (tfios p. ... P»i -'" b...»~t.). Diet, ten-

ders chos pa man pt> with 'wenn das Gehb'rte nich vlel 1st'.

These few remarks show that it is possible to arrive here

and there at different interpretations, but they are not in the

least meant to diminish the merit of Dr Dietz's achievement,

for which one can have nothing but praise.

J.W. de Jong

(Cept ot S. Asian and Buddhist Studies,

The Australian National University,

Jaabiirra)

Buddhis t Formal Logic. A study of Dignaga's Hetucakra and K'uei-

chi's Great Commentary on the Nyayapravesa . R,S,Y, Chi
.

Royal

Asiatic Society, London 1969; revised edition. Hotilal Banarsi-

dass, Delhi 1984. lxxxii * 222 pp. Rs . 100.

To open a book on Pignaga's system of logic and find it fu] I

Of tables of figures and other symbols is an intimidating experi-

ence if you are not familial: with the techniques of twentieth-

century symbolic logic. However, if you are ready for this sort

of treatment you will find the book a treasure both of symbolic

logic and of Bucidhist thought. In a way it is as if the author

wanted to produce a study of the principal systems of raod-ern

symbolic logic, comparing them, relating them to each other and

even developing them to further lengths of subtlety, using Digna-

ga as material on which to produce their application. A very

good and striking example of his methods is the list of sixteen

Venn diagrams on p. 58 illustrating the sixteen possible relations

between two classes - inclusion, exclusion, overlap combined

with the possibilities of being empty or not empty - classes

filling between them or not filling between thera the wliole fi*ld

of enquiry. Reference is even made to two empty classes in an

empty Field of enquiry, perhaps in one sense incubi and familiars

as classes of evil spirits. The number sixteen is arrived at

by pure mathematical necessity once Che Venn diagram is accepted

as a good symbol for two related classes. The author then goes

on to show how many of these relations are found in Bignaga's

and other systems of formal logic and how far they are properly

distinguished. The mathematically minded will appreciate the

beauty of his devices and the clarity of his tables.
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'''.'if.!

Ill .'!

W

though it

ther my

of a c

symbols

One principle of Indian logic, very strange to European

w. >. , „„,-„ ,,„„i i„, of the weakness of all Eornal logic,
thought but very revealing or cne

and quite Inexpressible in symbolic systems, is that an argument

valid in one context can be invalid in another, because if the

»t accepted by both parties Che argument fails

t may be cogent enough in itself. I would go even fur-

elf and wonder whether any word or phrase eypreselve

ncept expresses the same concept twice. Mathematical

are free from this stumbling block. You do not find

people arguing fiercely as to what ere the factors of 210, be

cause the word 'factor' and the symbol '210' always mean the

same. But try to express in symbolic logic the arguments that

lead a Jew to become a Zionist and then see how convincing they

are to a Palestinian Muslim Arab!

Digna-ga's Hetucakra or Wheel of Reason, which is what this

book is about, would seem to be absurdly short for an exposition

of a whole system of formal logic, occupying littl

one page. Even Wittgenstein's Tractate is longer than that i

no-one has attempted such an economical exposition of a philo

phicaL statement in modern times. Presumably it was meant

a mnemonic like the mediaeval 'Barbara, Celarent

of Aristotle's system, which would be pretty my

did not know that ft, E, I, stood for toui

propositions, and the order of these vowel!

rhythm, not their dictionary meaning, stood

of syllogisms . each w

than

clua:

rtal" for i sta

with the conclu

premise and the

,s if you

different types of

, chosen for their

for different types

S major premise, minor premise and

All men are mortal, we are men, we

Dignaga'

s

is different. He

faci he the

premise is left to the end for a

five stage test. It is after all the major premise we are prin-

cipally relying on. It goes something like this t Sound is imper-

manent because it is produced, but are all impermanent things

produced? Things like pots are produced and are impermanent-

while things like space, which is not pi

go we are on the right track - imperma

things, but

of argument

in unproduced ones

the words Pot, Spa<

oduced,

nee is found in produced

o the argument is valid

3 the name of this kind

I,-.; fa possible the pts he finds

'sine different types of argument, and gives them their conventio-

nal names. Only two of them come out as Valid. Dr Chi then

has to show that both systems and all other systems follow the

same pattern, namely 'A has a certain relation to B and B has

a certain relation to C, allowing A to have a certain relation

to C ' , and he has to show what relations are possible and which

-sets of three give a valid argument , and how many of these pos-

sible sets are covered by Aristotle and how many by Dignaga.

This he does brilliantly and exhaustively.

Even -without a prior familiarity with symbolic systems of

logic, as each symboL is explained as it occurs, it is quite

possible to follow the arguments. Indeed the book, comparing

as it does different systems , could be used simply as a text

.book of symbolic logic, reducing the examples from Buddhist logi-

Ramsbury h Wiltshire)

'iftnaga. K.N. Randle. Motilal Delhi

1981 . xii + 93 pp. Rs. 40.

These fragments from Diiinlga, being quotations from his Pramana-

samuccaya in the original Sanskrit, by Vacaspati Kisra, are inva-

luable clues to Diiinaga's exact thought, as the work is otherwise

only available to the modern scholar in Chinese and Tibetan trans-
1

lations. They are used in this book to elucidate his position

in Buddhist philosophy in relation to other nearly contemporary

writers, both with regard to his date and to the development

of his thought , questions by no means yet satisfactorily answered

,

What Randle does is to take each quotation, first in the original

"Sanskrit and then in his English version, followed by an examina-

tion of its meaning and importance in finding answers tc these

questions. Appendix I then analyses further the evidence thus

"garnered. Appendix II sketches briefly, for the better understan-

ding of his book , Buddhist logical doctrines under the headings:

I
Perception, Inference, Fallacies. Inference for Another and Vali-

,Ji
dity.

Although in fact this was first published as a monograph

by the Royal Asiatic Society (London 1926) and formed part ofL
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th. authoi's doctoral dissertation. 'Indian Louie In the Eaily

Schools' (publlsh.d by Oxford Univ.r.tty Pies., London 1930).

c o jjvi . 1,1,... r q p Misra Hun Shiran Kanoharla 1,

Development oE Buddhist Ethics , b.b.r. msra. nuuo

Delhi 1984. xii 184 pp. appendix, bibliography and index.

Rs. BO.

c r, jjvi... =.-Kifo are. hv and larae confined
Existing studies of Buddhist ethics are oy ana i"«

to the Theravlda system and have suffered froil a lack of perspec-

tive in terms of the pattern of development within the tradition

as a whole. This defect Is mitigated to some extent in the pre-

sent volume. The work must be commended for broadening out the

study of Buddhist ethics to include chapter,, on the pathological

analysis of ethical data in the Abhidharraa (Ch.3) and the moral

values of the Mahayina Bodhisattva (Ch.5). A final chapter (Ch.6)

explores the transcendence of ethical values in the Tantric sys-

tems. The author defines his objective as follows !

"Che present work seeks to study Buddhist ethics as a develop-

mental process not only in terms of inner dynamics inherent in

its doctrinal and ethical formulations but also In terms of its

response to various historical compulsions and the ensuing wil-

lingness on the part of its followers to introduce into Its gene-

ral framework novelties of forms and expressions" <p.ix>.

Yet although Misra locates his subject matter in an expanded

philosophical and historical context, he provides little 1. th.

way of a novel theoretical interpretation of the data. Much

of the material which is presented is not original and It receives

no new treatment from the author. The discussion of the Abhi-

dharma in Chapter 3 admittedly 'makes evident the close relation-

ship between psychology and ethics as it was conceived in Bud-

dhism' (p . 69) , but fails to integrate its conclusions into a cohe-

rent theoretical scheme. And Chapter 6, while recognising the

new ethical dimension introduced by the Mahayana, avoids discus-

sion of the problematical ethical implications of upafa .

In a brief attempt at theoretical classification Misra con-

trasts Intuitionism with Ideal Utilitarianism and identifies

Buddhism with the former :

'It would be well to make here a brief comparison between

two diametrically opposed systems of ethical thought, viz,, intai-

tiOJiism and rdeaJ Utilitarianism, and then to see the Buddhist

position in this, regard. The former is identified with the Kan-

tian system of ethics. [ ] Buddha would obviously belong to

the Intuttlonlst school of ethical thought' (p. 43).

tfisra is correct here in recognising the proximity of Buddhism

to Kantian principles rather than to utilitarian ones. Unfor-

tunately, he does not develop this point further, and his general

the above conclusion . In tact, the following comments, made

only a feu pages later, seem to suggest the reverse position,

i.e. that Buddhist ethics is utilitarian and not int uitionist :

but also by good or virtue. Perfection knows no dualism. It

is a disposition of mind in which good and evlL "both become equal-

ly undesirable [,.,.] In the Buddhist texts this transcendence

of dharortia in the final stage finds enunciation by way of the

parable of Raft* [sic] <p.46f).

A number of problems are touched upon but left unresolved

.

On the relationship between ethics and the summum Uonum, the aut-

hor follows what might be termed the 'transcendency thesis' :

:al and dynamic , it was was

mysLical form, it presented

elf but a means leading to

I

"The PJiamma f Buddha was pra

[sic] also mystical. True to II

an intermixture of religion and

the latter being not an end in

a higher stage which was

my emphasis)

.

Yet Misra seems in some confusion about this since only two

pages earlier he differs from the above view and misquotes Ane-

j>f complete endence' Cp.30,

eaki with approval on the non-inst:

"Conduct and Intuition are inseparably '

an essential pair, each performing its spec

help of the other. "Morality', remarks M.

not] merely a means to perfection [...] it i

of the perfection ... "' (p. 28)

.

1 relationship bet'
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rising occasionally to the disc

problems. In the end, hovever,

avoided or go unrecognised and

structural model of the tradltio

irameftded f 01 its !

;sion of theoretic

too many problemat

the opportunity t>

Dami

(Belisi'

Ed. Additions to the biblii

(1983-4) , p. 192 f £

.

p. Antes el a)- EthiJc in nir

Review I , 2

Ananda U.P. Gur 'Some Problems

(ed.) Bthift der Deligi

St udy of Ja and Buddhls;

Prasad. Madri

Satguru Public

Nobody will doubt that ther<

ism and Buddhi.1

le two

ond edi-

uddh No. 7

304 PP

1932, repr. Biblloth

ons , Delhi 1982. xxl

lany similarities betw

and that there ace very few comparative

of the two rellgiona aod hence, perhaps, the justification for

of an older book in an unchanged form. In fact

there are not that many publications on Jainism

contrasts sharply with the abundance of literati

both popular and academic. Probably the best c

scholarly book on Jainism which is at the same ti

even for laymen Is Helmuth von Glasenapp, Der Jainismus. Eine i

ische Bzl&sungsrellglon (Georg 01ms Ver lagsbuchhandlung, Hild

helm 1964, a reprint of the original 1923 edition) ' -

aware of any comparable b<

such, which

on Buddhism,

ehensive and

d-

English, but ntry Un.de:

'Jainism' in Hastings' Encyclopaedia or Religion and Ethics (from

the pen of H. Jacob!) can still be regarded as highly informa-

tive, competent and preferable to most if not all passages on

Jainism in books on world religions published since.

The book does not disclose much information about its author,

but it Is obvious that he was involved In the Jain movement .

His name at the end of the Introduction has the designation Jain

attached to It and the tenor of the hook testifies to his allegi-

ance. He seems to have been based in Surat, India.

He starts his book on a subjective note. In the Introduction

he says that having read some Buddhist works in Pali, some in

English translation and some secondary English literature on

Buddhism, he noticed that early Buddhism resembled Jainism in

many respects, and so he went to the Vidyalankara College In

Kelaniya, Ceylon, in Hay 1932 and spent a month there learning

about Pali Buddhism. He then visited some other Buddhist locali-

ties to study Buddhist ways and customs. The result was his

decision to write the present book, in which he would show the

similarities between the two religions, mainly by quoting rele-

vant passages from their religious literature.

Right from Che beginning, we

based on the older Jain tradition

ma left home he adopted the lif

teachings as derivative and

He points out that when Guta-

of a naked ascetl c like the

Jain tfigambar

he did

s ("those who are clad in space") and when he lotai

Middle Way he changed to wearing clothes, although

ange the philosophy, anticipating thereby the lutir

schism in the Jain community concerning the attire of renuncia-

tion (even before Mahavlra himself started preaching), which

led to the adoption of whice robes by svetambaias .

I

Acknowledging that the passage'

Mahlvira is referred to as Higantha Nataputta tesi

tain rivalry between Jains and Buddhists, at lea;

of its compilation in the first century B.C. (gi\

A.D. by the author) in Ceylon, he dismisses &Y.

Buddhist descriptions of Jain views as proven

consultation of relevant passages in Jain literal

quotes seme passages from Pali sources, Weste

he Pali Cation in which

'en wrongly as

1 unfavourable

ong by proper



udies Revie'

jell

j of Jain per

stablished in

ion to show that the Jain teaching was

ia even before the Buddha and Mahavlra

L irted their respective missions, and that it also reached Cey-

lon before or at the same time as Mahtnda brought Buddhism there.

Jainism and early Buddhism are the same thing to him —' >- '"

vives the view of J.G.R. Forlong (Science of c™par

gfons, 18771 that the Buddha of some of the Tibetan, Mongol and

(Jhlnese sources, which date him to the eleventh-ninth centuries

been the predecessor of Mahavlra, the

Reli-

have,

oln

Many more o£ lit ary, geographical and archaeolo

thes
glcal »v1d«nce ate quoted in support of the

the Identity of Jainism and early Buddhism. He calls the origi-

nal presumed teaching Jain-Bodhism

.

The book consists of six chapters and the first one gee:

straight to the heart of the matter, being concerned with "Sir

vena, Mok»h. and Liberation". The author internets Nirvar,

as "extinction of the mundane condition" and Moksa as "libera

tion from the saae". strongly refuting the interpretation o

the forme* as total annihilation and stressing

ing which, however , he is unable to define

positive condition of the soul" which is, of

able. He does quote, though, many inst

of Mr bl:

otherwise than "a

course, indescrib-

f indirect descrlp-

ssful and full of knowledge. His equation

tathlgBta or the Arahant monks with the

if nr the souls of those who have

their goal comes a

II
'

' of Jain saints who

purposes. Here w?«

II lull - of atman as the inn

I,

'

' ated bbH often t

1 '.|| l«t« Hindu and rao

jA|

reached

ross clearly when he quotes from writings

ased Upaniaadic terminology adapted to their

find the sane ambiguity about the meaning

r universal self and as the Individual liber-

ms-lated as "soul" which became current in

ern Western literature on the subject, both

Thl pcataltB of aoul or self apart, there

tfcff WMltH ot quot*tion. from the Pali Canon, comment

Viiu4dki«a|S> "d «V«n i f«W Mahaylna sutras, as vel

»It(lM» OB lutfdtUM both In the East and the West

*ttR 1HWIHUI *,UOt«tion» fiom the Jain literature, d

doubt that

that most term3 used to explain vhat Hirvana is about are shared

by both religions or philosophies and so is the word itself.

The tricky question of the "Existence of the Soul" is the

subject ot the second chapter. The author admits that "the Bud-

dhistic literature does not contain an explicit description of

the soul", but opines that "if it is minutely searched, it will

be found to contain enough to show that the Buddhistic conception

of the nature of the soul is the sane as described in the Jain

literature". We search, however, in vain for the proof of this

Statement anywhere in this chapter. The author's conclusion

is purely and simply his interpretation of the Buddhist passages

in which constituents of human personality are described as not

mine and not self (anatta), or in which the Buddha maintains

the so-called "noble silence" about the nature of the Tathagata

or the liberated one. The reasoning behind it is this : if

nothing that can be apprehended Is self, i.e. if anything that

can he apprehended is not self, then the self is thereby being

described by implication as a conscious substance, a pure self

or soul which remains vhen the non-self constituents of the per-

son have been destroyed or abandoned. The Otly difference is

that the Buddhist literature simply does not take up subtle ques-

tions of metaphysics and deals mostly with matters easily under-

stood by ordinary people, so that they may try to tread the path

and eventually reach the same goal as can also be had through

subtle metaphysics . Gradually even they in due course obtain

that subtle understanding.

These are bold views, indeed. But we are treated to more i

The traditional Jain view of the Buddha's teaching on soul, accor-

ding to the author, is that the soul has the attribute of both

permanent existence and changeability. "From the point of view

ilfc

time from its liability to change it is de*

true of every existing substance in the univ

exactly what the author presents as the Ja:

The approach to the problem in Jain litera

points, "the real and the practical". From

ible

the same

This is

the soul is free from karmic bondag

pure and its nature is that of Nirva"'

ching on soul.

Literature uses two stand-

From the real standpoint,

and anything else. It Is

It is immaterial, uncre-



ih
1

iit',
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wl. It has perception and ta always
ated and eternal. It ha

and full of knowledge. It Is perfect:, one and the home of bliss.

According to the practical point of view of the soul, it,

impure and incomplete conditions are caused by karmic bondag'

and contact with the body and other objects. "All this destrtp

tion of the soul from the practical standpoint do.

with that of the five skandhas of the Buddhists",

author {p. 93). But it represents, of course,

that due to the explicit nature of Jaina expositions i

,h. ..in view, nine characteristic !
It

the

than

The soul has, in the Jain

(1) is living, (2) has conscious

ial and (4) is the doer of act

of the fruit* of actions, (6) has the siae of the body it occu-

.venesa, (3] is non-mater

well as (5) the enjoye

piee, (7) wande

tial, hellish, subhui

(9) has the natural

the end of the chapte

the world in f

o

conditions of life : ale

human, (8) can become liberated

cy to go upward when liberated,

author makes another truly bold st-

ment when he proclaims that if Nir

a positive condition of existence,

else but the

1 s annihilation, but

aken to be nothing

.am. What can we

kind of reasoning? Perhaps simply that he
say abou

have jusc one of many examples, abund

how innocent the author la of the conceptual soph

Buddhist formulations.

The third chapter, entitled "The Path of Nirvs

tion". is the longest. Again using mainly quotat

sents the Buddhist Eightfold Path, with elaborations

idual parts so that a fairly comprehensive and, I

of the bulk of Buddhist practice leading

k, which show

tion of

on its indlv-

n the whole,

then the r baffles us agaii

ained in the Eight

tolerable pictur.

the final goal is given.

by Stating that the Jain Threefold Path

fold Path and vice versa, and proceeds to present the Jain path

in a way which shows a completely different stance from the Bud-

dhist one. Thus, for example, the Jain idea of right view re-

quires the acceptance of the belief in seven principles, among

them soul (JJt.) and non-soul <«jl»«) which would be anathema to

any Buddhist. The metaphysical teaching on karmic molecules

and the bondage of the soul weighed down by karmic matter is

another example o£ a doctrine hardly compatible with any Buddhist

school' s ideas.

This is not to say that there are not to be found numerous

instances of agree»ent between the two systems of practical ef-

fort on the way to liberation from the round of rebirths, but

the substantial doc

over by the author

worthless. It does

details here.

lnal dlf feiences are nonchalantly glossed

so aa to render his comparisons virtua lly

at appear at all profitable to go into more

their Fruits" is yet anotherChapter Five on "Karmas

elaborate example of the fruitless approach, expanding on what

was already anticipated on the subject in Chapter Four. The

care with which the Buddhist sources avoid unnecessary specula-

tion about the metaphysical nature of the karmic forces is viewed

by the author as an absence of a clear, direct and detailed des-

cription which the Buddhist writers had in mind but only the

Jain authors managed to spell out. A metaphysician, he maintains,

can acquire this knowledge and so one should study the subject

"calmly and careful ly"

,

The sixth chapter, on "Ahimsa", is perhaps the least contro-

versial. The author again quotes numerous passages and concludes,

quite generously, that Ahimsa has been correctly described in

Buddhist texts. As to meat eating permitted to Buddhist monks

provided they did not see , hear or suspect that an animal was

killed on their account, he does not give much credence to the

Pali sources in thle respect because of their late codification

In Ceylon. Instead he quotes extensively from the eighth chapter

of the LankavataTasutra , in his eyes written specifically in

reply to those Pali passages which sanction meat eating, vhere

this practice la prohibited as obstructive to liberation. It

is, I think, generally known that the Jain attitude to killing

and injury is much stricter than the Buddhist one even to the

point o£ impracticability. The author, in fact, in his convic-

tion that early Buddhism stems from pre-Mahavira Jalnism detects

all stricter Jain rules as implicit in Buddhist sources and ad-

vises the followers of the Buddha to adopt this strict avoidance

by the Buddha who was friendly to all creatures.
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The last chapter, "Why Jainism and Buddhism are Che Same",

again draws attention to the period of severe ascetlsm in Go-

tama's life during which he went about without clothes like Jain

OiyamMiss and fallowed various other rules known from the Jain

ascetic code. When he proclaimed his Middle Way he, in fact,

embraced the rules as applicable to the Jain brahmacari sra^aJcas,

i.e. practising Jain laymen. But the author also acknowledges

the practices of sveiambaras as valid and allowing the highest
achievement, and so the Buddhist monks ' prospects are good, too.

What a relief!

The practices of popular JainiBm and Buddhism have alao been

found by the author to be very similar or Identical, but above

all both religions agree on important tenets of philosophy.

Everyone is reponsible for his own advancement; Samaara or the

universe is without an end or beginning and without a God creator:

the experiences of beings are products of their own karma; the

way to saintliness is through endurance and solitary meditation,

and Nirvana cannot be achieved if home life is not abandoned.

So whoever wishes freedom from misery must follow the Eightfold

Path of Buddhism or the Threefold Path of Jainism.

This is not a scholarly work and there are many deficient

n it even from the point of view of popular literature.

s. however, a good reminder to us that the study of Jaini

as been neglected for too long, and that the question of t)

treatment

.

betwei ings de: compe

1

i

In broad terms one can say that the two religions have Mich

in common in their attitude to Vedism and Brahmanism, In their

A-
ethical outlook and practices, in their practical philosophy

iii
ill of life and its final desirable goal and also in the means to

^1

be adopted in the pursuit of that goal. However, they differ

; 1

i

widely in doctrinal formulations and interpretations . Early

Buddhism is much more sophisticated in its skilful avoidance

'

i

of definite speculative assertions about the nature of both sam-

I'l'iffl

saric realities, if one may use that terra, and the nirvanic a-

chievement. Followers are encouraged to use their judgment and.

1
although they have to have a measure of confidence in the teach-

I
ing in order to put it to practical test, faith in fixed tenets

is never required nor proclaimed to be useful. The later develop-
ment uf Buddhist schools of thought has to be regards as an
example of Impressive philosophical work in epistenology , logic
and metaphysics of the highest standard, regardless of whether

Against this has to he put the attitude of early Jainism
which somehow plunged headlong into positive assertions, often
of a crude nature, about ail elements of existence, both condi-
tioned and absolute, and therefore requires f CO m its followers
acceptance through faith and many tenets on which they are unable
to form any opinion of their own. let alone establish their pos-
sible validity on rational grounds. There is no equivalent of
the Kalaraa Sutta in the Jain Canon, There are* of course also
philosophical developments in later Jain thought, but these do
not seem ever to have reached the stage of genuint
in the activity of philosophising which \

ivity

Uld fire the imagina
eneral public or schola large. Synere-

to have been the prevale

of followers,

tiSto and eclectlcis

Jain writings, and so Buddhism ha:

spread International following and modern scholarly interest.

Still, these are not efficient reasons for the neglect Jain-
ism has so far suffered at the hands of academics and for the
rather low degree of knowledge about it that generally prevails
even among people with genuine interest in comparative religion.
This book will not do much to remedy the situation. So let us
hope that somebody will take up the challenge and present us
With an updated and competent study of this ancient tradition
and teaching and its role in the development of Indian religious
thought, as well as its contemporary place in the mosaic of world
religions.

(Spaldins Lecturer In I n d Lan

Philosophy and R e li 8 ion,

University of Durham)


